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Abstract

Implementing and evaluating an unconventional
design of an electronic health record system

Robert Källgren

As the digitisation of healthcare progresses, there are still problems in terms of
usability. With the goal of exploring solutions to these, an email inspired design for an
electronic health record system was implemented using modern web technologies.
The implementation was then evaluated in a series of usability tests conducted with
five orthopaedic surgeons. Participants were asked to perform small tasks on a
mocked data set, and the sessions were concluded with debriefing interviews. The
focus was on the areas that are new in this design. The results suggest that the
general design works, and no critical flaws were identified at this stage. Most of the
issues that were found are likely to be solved with more training and experience, but
there is still room for improvement. Participants had positive reactions overall, and
plenty of feedback was collected regarding areas of improvement and feature
suggestions. Due to the limitations of the test, the findings mostly relate to the
intuitiveness of the design. To draw stronger conclusions regarding the viability of the
design in a real environment, further testing with more data, realistic test tasks and
more prerequisite training is necessary.
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Sammanfattning

Digitiseringen inom sjukv̊arden ökar, men det finns fortfarande problem när
det kommer till användbarheten av de digitala system som finns p̊a mark-
naden. Med målet att utforska lösningar p̊a dessa problem implementerades i
detta arbete en e-post-inspirerad gränssnittsdesign för ett digitalt journalsys-
tem med hjälp av moderna webb-teknologier. Implementationen utvärder-
ades genom användartester där fem ortopediska kirurger deltog. Deltagarna
ombads använda gränssnittet för att utföra små testuppgifter med p̊ahittad
patientdata, och sessionerna avslutades med intervjufr̊agor. Fokuset var p̊a
de delar som är nya i den här designen jämfört med redan existerande system.
Resultatet visar att det generella upplägget fungerar, och inga kritiska bris-
ter upptäcktes i detta stadie. De flesta av problemen som uppdagades kan
troligen lösas genom att användarna ges möjlighet till mer träning och f̊ar
mer erfarenhet, men det finns fortfarande förbättringutrymme. Deltagarna
hade positiva reaktioner i allmänhet, och många förslag kring förbättring-
somr̊aden och önskemål kring utökad funktionalitet samlades upp. P̊a grund
av användartestets begränsningar belyser resultaten i detta test mest vilka
delar av gränssnittet som är intuitiva eller ej, medan det som är mer intres-
sant för den här typen av dagligen använda system egentligen är huruvida
de är effektiva att använda i det dagliga arbetet. För att kunna dra säkrare
slutsatser kring om den här designen skulle fungera i riktiga arbetssitua-
tioner behövs mer testning med större mängder patientdata, mer realistiska
testuppgifter och mer tid för deltagarna att lära sig systemet i förväg.
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1 Introduction

Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems have been steadily taking over the
paper-based systems that have previously been the standard in the health-
care sector [1]. Sweden in particular has been at the forefront of this digital
transformation, with all of its counties having digital documentation estab-
lished in 2012 [2], and a widespread usage of shared national infrastructures
for eHealth services like e-prescriptions and test results [3]. With the initia-
tive “Vision for eHealth 2025”, Sweden has the goal of becoming the world’s
leading country at digitisation in healthcare by 2025 [4].

While digital systems bring many advantages, there are significant chal-
lenges in designing a system that completely replaces its paper-based counter-
part, especially when it comes to usability. The paper-based medical record
has been developed and refined over decades to become a well-functioning
tool for physicians. It has attributes that allow for the experienced user to
assess a patient’s situation at a quick glance by relying on patterns, colours,
thickness of documents, etc. [5]. To transition into the digital without losing
these well-tried aspects requires careful thought. Done right, however, there
is potential to get the best of both worlds.

Unfortunately, current EHR systems have not quite lived up to this, as
there are many problems being reported in the literature. Some commonly
emerging themes are excessive scrolling and clicking, information being frag-
mented across different windows or screens, and irrelevant elements cluttering
the screen and occupying space [6, 7, 8].

Apart from leading to inefficiencies in performing daily tasks, which has
monetary costs, problematic interfaces in healthcare could have far greater
consequences, considering the field we are dealing with. Medical workers
need to take in a lot of information, often under time pressure, so a strong
case can be made that well designed interfaces could ultimately be part in
error prevention in the treatment of patients [9]. It has been generally estab-
lished that system reform is a more effective way of reducing adverse events
in healthcare (and other professions), as opposed to person-centred safety
measures [10, 11], and that certainly includes user interfaces.

Jeżyna Domańska—a former student at Uppsala University—has with her
Master’s thesis [12] examined the state of EHRs in general and the currently
used EHR system at Akademiska Sjukhuset in Uppsala, Sweden in particular.
She identified the most prominent problems and, based on interviews and
workshops, crafted a prototype design for a system that would attempt to
solve these problems.
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1.1 Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to continue Domańska’s work by implementing
her design using web technologies and to evaluate it further by conducting
usability tests with medical professionals.

2 Background

EHR systems generally provide support for performing a wide range of med-
ical tasks and storing considerable amounts of data. According to the World
Health Organisation, “EHRs typically contain a patient’s medical history,
diagnoses and treatment, medications, allergies, immunizations, as well as
radiology images and laboratory results.” [1]

A contributing factor to the problems present in current systems may have
been misguided priorities—healthcare applications architect Martin Wehlou
argues that the leading force behind the digitisation has been the digitisation
itself, and that the embracing of the opportunities for improvement offered
by the digital medium has been of secondary concern [13]. Add to this that
the task of digitising medical processes is very complex, with a great variation
of use cases, workflows, integrations, security and privacy concerns, etc. that
have to be considered, and the results might not be surprising.

Since physicians spend a lot of time using the EHR systems, it is very im-
portant that the interfaces are efficient for performing common tasks. When
designing such interfaces, there are many factors to consider. For one, inter-
faces optimised for input have different requirements from those optimised
for reading, and combining the two may require compromises on both ends.
When it comes to reading, Nygren et al. explain how information process-
ing in the brain can be divided into automatic and non-automatic, and that
interface designers can make use of parameters like colour and spatial posi-
tion of values to form patterns that can be perceived automatically rather
than with more effortful, non-automatic means. This leaves more cognitive
capabilities for solving essential tasks [14].

A common readability hazard is clutter, which can come in many forms,
and is particularly apparent when trying to combine reading and input in
the same interface. Clutter has been shown to have many negative effects
on attention and performance. In the context of EHR systems, Moacdieh
and Sarter conducted experiments where the degree of clutter, stress and
task difficulty was manipulated, and found that clutter degraded response
time and noticing accuracy [7]. The same authors also define five categories
of clutter: display density, display layout, target-background similarity, task-
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irrelevance and performance and attentional costs, giving an indication of
the multitude of ways in which it can appear [15].

2.1 Standards

When it comes to building EHR systems, several standards exist. Among
these are ICD (International Classification of Diseases and Related Health
Problems) for handling diagnosis codes, etc., Snomed CT (Systematized
Nomenclature of Medicine [Clinical Terms]) for standardised terminology and
OpenEHR and FHIR (Fast Health Interoperability Resources) for compre-
hensive architectural standards. For this thesis, only ICD will be used.

2.2 Usage at Akademiska Sjukhuset

At Akademiska Sjukhuset in Uppsala, the main system used is Cambio Cos-
mic, but other systems are involved as well. Among these are a radiology
viewing software, surgery planning software, and software for viewing scans
of older documents [12]. A problem brought on by this is that users need
multiple logins to access the different systems, so switching between them
is cumbersome. For example, the common task of accessing radiology im-
ages requires logging in to that specific system. With her Master’s thesis,
Domańska has had the chance to study this setup in particular in an effort
to map out and find solutions to the most prominent problems.

2.3 Related work

The most relevant item in terms of related work is Domańska’s thesis [12].
Her research consisted of a literature study, medical staff interviews, obser-
vational studies, a training session in Cosmic, as well as a design study. With
the goal of finding a design for an interface that would “enable medical staff
to find and read the data in a highly efficient way”, her work ultimately cul-
minated in a prototype for the journal section of a potential EHR system.
The two main delimitations of the prototype were that it only focused on the
finding and reading of data—not input—and only on the needs of orthopaedic
surgeons.

In the literature study, she organises the main issues into four headings:

• Workflows: bad, lack of, or interrupted

• Information overflow: lack of structure, lack of a quick overview

• Screen toggling
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• Complex navigation

She also highlights some of the effects that EHR problems have had on the
daily work of physicians in terms of efficiency, interaction with patients,
etc., including the existence of a wide spectrum of workarounds that has
emerged as a result of the issues. Finally, she summarises the implications
that the findings had on the design of the prototype into knowledge-based and
system-based users’ requirements. The knowledge-based portion includes the
most important information that physicians need, and the system-based a
number of improvements that the EHR systems need. The latter was further
divided into three categories: more data customisation, visualisations and
other forms of data presentation, and better data structure and navigation.

The interviews and observational studies lead to additional insights, and
in her analysis of them she lists some of the most prominent issues found
there that also influenced the final design:

• Workaround: Summarisation of patients’ medical history in progress
notes

• Difficult navigation due to the relevant elements being spread across
different screens

• Unmet need: ability to highlight the data considered most important

• Too much data in the notes

• Lack of trust that information being input into the system will be
noticed and will reach the people it’s meant to reach

• Various usability problems

With the combined findings from the literature, interviews and observa-
tions, Domańska built her prototype. The tool used was the prototyping
software Axure. A screenshot of the final version can be seen in Figure 1.
The layout can be divided into four main parts; from left to right: a sidebar
with a patient list and corresponding patient information; a problem list, a
note list and an attachment list. This layout shares certain similarities to
that of an email client, where each diagnosis has its own thread of notes in
the same way an email conversation has a thread of messages.

As the final step of her thesis, she conducted a 45 minute open-form evalu-
ation of the prototype with three orthopaedic surgeons. The session consisted
of an introduction, exploration and question asking, and the proposed design
was well received.
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Figure 1: The final prototype from Domańska’s work

One of the core ideas behind Domańska’s design was the grouping of notes
with the same diagnosis into threads, referred to as problems, as opposed
to having all notes displayed chronologically in a single list, which is the
approach used in Cosmic. She explains this decision as being influenced by
a suggestion from Wehlou in his book Rethinking the Electronic Healthcare
Record [16]. Wehlou has himself developed a project called iotaMed [17],
which was not brought up in Domańska’s work, but shares some of the same
general ideas. It is an EHR system concept currently implemented as an iPad
application. The name is an abbreviation of Issue Oriented Architecture for
Medicine, disclosing its similar approach of grouping notes by diagnosis.
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3 Research questions

There are two distinct parts to this thesis:

1. Implementing Domańska’s design using modern web technologies

2. Conducting an evaluation of the implementation and summarizing the
findings

For the first part, the research question is simply the following:

RQ1 How could a prototype of Domańska’s design be implemented
using modern web technologies?

For the second part, the overarching end goal would be to answer whether
the implemented design would be efficient to use in the real-life work of
medical professionals. However, due to the design still being very limited in
functionality, there being time constraints for the thesis, and since all required
use cases, workflows, tasks, etc., have not been mapped out, the full question
cannot be answered directly within the scope of this thesis. Instead, the
aim of the evaluation is simply to gather broad impressions from physicians,
keeping in mind Domańska’s goal of the design to “enable medical staff to
find and read the data in a highly efficient way”. The analysis of the results
can then hopefully give indications on how to move closer to the end goal
eventually. The research questions follow:

RQ2 How is the implementation received by medical staff—do they
understand it, and do they express a high degree of satisfac-
tion when using it?

RQ3 How can the design be improved further?

3.1 Delimitations

Like Domańska’s design, the implementation will only focus on the presen-
tation of data, and will not offer any avenues for data input. The scope will
only encompass the Journal page, with patients, diagnoses, notes and attach-
ments. The interface will still be tailored for orthopaedic surgeons, and it
will only feature functionality necessary for conducting the evaluation. There
will also be no database or server involved, only mocked data on the front
end. Lastly, the design at its current stage is only suitable for larger screen
sizes, so the interface will be implemented for use on desktop computers and
not on mobile devices.
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4 Building the implementation

This section explains the methods used for implementing the interface, de-
scribes the iterative work done to improve upon it, and lastly presents the
final implementation.

4.1 System architecture

The interface was implemented as a web-based Single Page Application (SPA)
using the JavaScript framework Vue.js [18] (version 2). All measurements
such as font sizes, margins, distances and colours were taken from Domańska’s
prototype to match it as closely as possible.

4.1.1 Tools and technologies

Vue.js, or simply Vue, is a modern component-based framework marketed
with the tagline “The Progressive JavaScript Framework”, highlighting its
key characteristics as “Approachable, versatile and performant” [18]. The
most prominent alternatives to Vue were React [19] and Angular [20], which
are both component-based frameworks as well. Vue is the youngest of these,
originating in 2014 compared to 2010 for Angular and 2013 for React. All
of these frameworks could be used to achieve similar results, but Vue was
chosen because of its promise of fast prototyping, good documentation, light
weight and quickly growing community.

The codebase for the project was bootstrapped using Vue’s Node-based
command line interface (CLI) tool, which set up a complete environment
with webpack, a local development server, routing, transpiling, linting, live
reloading, etc. Styling was done using the CSS preprocessor Stylus. The
CSS technology flexbox was heavily relied on for tasks that required certain
elements to fill the remaining space of a parent container, such as the width of
the note list, which allows the width of the interface to scale up responsively
in accordance with the width of the web browser’s viewport. The code was
version controlled using Git [21] and hosted on the platform GitHub [22].
The web application itself was hosted for the usability test on GitHub’s web
hosting service GitHub Pages [23]. Additionally, some icons were modified
and created using the graphics editor Sketch.

Being a component-based framework, Vue provides support for building
components that can be arranged with each other to construct complex in-
terfaces and SPAs. Although the application presented in this thesis is fairly
simple, problems can arise when multiple components are dependant on the
same data. To solve this, some method for managing the state of the appli-
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cation is needed. Vuex [24] (version 3) was selected due to being the official
(but optional) state management solution for Vue. It shares a lot of similari-
ties with Flux [25], which is an architectural pattern developed by Facebook
for use with React.

Using Vuex is a way of achieving separation of concerns, one-way data
flow and reactivity. The basic idea is to have a shared, centralised state (the
store) that acts as a single source of truth for the data that is displayed
within the application’s components. Along with that, actions that can be
dispatched from the components when the user interacts with them; and
mutations, which are functions that provide the only way to modify the
store. This means that components do not modify data directly; instead
they call on actions which in turn call on mutations, allowing Vuex—which
keeps track of where that data is used—to propagate the change of state
down through the application’s hierarchy so that all components using the
data will get the update. Each component then works as an independent
building block that does not know about its parent, making it suitable for a
modular programming methodology.

4.1.2 Component hierarchy

The target design was conceptually broken down into parts and correspond-
ing Vue components were created. All the final components and their hierar-
chical organisation can be seen in Figure 2. App is the top-level component
of the interface, containing the NavigationBar component and a router-view
element, which is where the contents of the current page is inserted. In this
case, only the Journal page is implemented, and it consists of a LayoutSide-
bar component. This component provides a flexible template for any page
that needs a sidebar and a main content area. By using the Vue feature
called slots, arbitrary content can be inserted into specified places, such as
the sidebar and the main content area in this case.

The BasePane component is a general container or sub window, with a
header and a content area, that is reused for the problem list, note list, and
attachment list. It has slots in the header and the content area. By combining
these blocks, the Journal page is constructed by adding a PatientSelector and
a PatientInformation component into the sidebar of the layout component,
and three BasePane components into the main content area for the lists. The
problem list and note list then add their custom controls to the header slot
of the BasePane component. Inside the content slot, the specific components
for each list are added. This architecture allows for easily building new views
and layouts that reuse the same design elements.
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Figure 2: Vue component hierarchy
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Figure 3: ER diagram of the data types

4.1.3 Data

For the purpose of this implementation, which focused primarily on the front-
end interface, no database or back-end server was used for storing the data.
Instead, the data was simply kept in JavaScript object format [26] in a
JavaScript file, which was imported as an ECMAScript 2015 module and
loaded into the Vuex store. Figure 3 illustrates the structure of the different
data types in an Entity Relationship (ER) diagram. The types are patients,
appointments, ward patients, diagnoses, notes and attachments. Examples in
JavaScript object format of a patient, diagnosis, note and attachment can be
found in Appendix A.

The note is the central data type from which the problem list is built up
dynamically during runtime. Notes can be of three different types, specified
by the type property: progress, surgery and epicrisis.

4.1.4 Quality standard

Even though the goal was to construct a minimum viable product for con-
ducting the usability test, the quality was held to a high standard through-
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out the development phase. The code was generalised and hard coding was
avoided. The panes were designed to be flexible and reusable for containing
any type of content. The current hospital department was set as a prop-
erty on the current user, making the department filter in the problem list
dynamic based on the current user. The official style guide [27] for Vue was
followed, which includes recommendations on naming conventions and other
best practices. Vue’s concept of single file components was utilised, with
scoped styling to make the CSS of each component only apply within that
component.

Details were paid attention to in order for the interface to be responsive,
such as wrapping text or rendering an ellipsis when a text’s container is too
small. As the viewport width increases, the note list gets wider while the
attachment pane stays locked to the right side. Height-wise, the interface
can be scaled down to 200 pixels without breaking. Each pane becomes
independently scrollable whenever its content does not fit.

The application was built in a way that would allow for switching to a
back-end API without making significant architectural changes. API calls
would simply have to be added inside action methods, that would then call
the mutators. Currently the implementation commits mutations directly
from the component in the majority of cases, as having intermediary actions
is unnecessary overhead when there are no asynchronous events such as API
calls involved (which is the primary reason for actions—mutations cannot
be asynchronous). The only place in the implementation where an action is
currently used is when a note is marked as starred, which is also the only
place where an API call would need to be made (apart from when fetching
data on start-up). Apart from adding API calls, a lot of data processing
currently done inside getter functions when fetching data from the store (e.g.
constructing the problem list, adding computes properties, filtering arrays,
etc.) would preferably be moved to the back end for increased performance
and overall robustness.

4.2 Development iterations

The implementation phase ended up consisting of four iterations of varying
length. The first iteration focused on building the interface according to
Domańska’s design, whereas the later ones seeked to improve the design
further. The following sections highlight the key findings and modifications
of each iteration.
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Figure 4: v0.9.1—The first complete implementation

4.2.1 Iteration 1 (v0.9.1): Implementing Domańska’s design

The implementation after this stage was a complete recreation of Domańska’s
prototype with all features included, plus the ability to select different pa-
tients, as well as a primitive—but functional—search function in the note
list. All colours, sizes and measurements were taken directly from Domańska
prototype. See Figure 4 for a screenshot of the interface at this point. Some
key features that are needed to give context for the rest of the iterations are
described below. For more elaborate explanations, see Section 4.3.

The patient information section below the patient list shows information
about the currently selected patient in the list (The list is also referred to
as the patient selector). The following information is displayed: The pa-
tient’s name, sex, personal identity number and age. Below that, a set of
four warning icons indicating allergies, blood problems, other warnings, and
whether the patient is currently admitted to the hospital. Below that, a list
called Important information, which contains the patient’s height and weight
as well as a list of other important things such as family history, etc. In
Domańska’s thesis it was suggested that this list should contain data that is
constant in a patient’s life.

The problem list displays the diagnoses, or problems, that the selected
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patient has been treated for. Both the diagnosis description and the ICD-
10 code are displayed here, along with three icons and associated numbers
indicating—for each problem—the number of notes that exist for the three
different note types (progress, surgery and epicrisis). These are referred to
as the note type counters.

The note list contains the notes for the selected problems. Notes can be
starred to indicate that they need attention or are important for some reason,
by clicking the button in the top right corner of the note. Hovering the mouse
cursor over a note highlights both the note and its connected attachments
in the attachment list with a blue border. This will be referred to as the
highlight effect throughout this report. It can be seen in action in Figure 4.

The data types in the system at this point were patients, todaysAppoint-
ments, myPatientsAppointments, wardPatients, diagnoses, problems, notes
and attachments. All the data displayed in the interface was just an imita-
tion of the mock data in Domańska’s prototype, largely comprised of place-
holder texts without meaning. The data fields for the notes corresponded
to the sections from Domańska’s design as well, with properties such as
chief complaint, history of present illness, etc.

4.2.2 Iteration 2 (v1.0): Expert evaluation

The thesis supervisor and the thesis reviewer both did their own expert
evaluations of the 0.9.1 version. They gave feedback on areas of improvement
as well as concrete suggestions of changes to make. The adjustments made to
the implementation after the evaluation are described below, and a screenshot
of the interface after these changes (Version 1.0.0) can be seen in Figure 5.
The medicine list was recommended to not be used in the usability test due
to needing more work. Instead, its design was suggested to be brought up as
a question for the test participants.

Patient selector adjustments A row was added for each patient in the
patient list to display their personal identity number. The height of the
patient list was also increased to show five patients without having to scroll,
with the sixth patient being partially visible to give a hint that the list is
scrollable.

“Sticky” highlight effect behaviour Previously, the blue border high-
light effect around a note and its attachments would be removed immediately
when moving the mouse off of the note. This could potentially confuse the
user and make them lose track of which attachments were highlighted, es-
pecially in in real situations where it is not uncommon to have hundreds
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Figure 5: v1.0.0—The implementation after the expert evaluation

of notes and attachments. In such a situation you would need to scroll the
attachment list to see all the attachments, and removing the highlight effect
in that case would most definitely mean the user did not know which attach-
ments were highlighted. To prevent this from happening, the highlight effect
was changed to remain until the mouse is hovered over another note.

New window for previewing attachments To offer some more depth
and interactive elements in the usability test, a window for previewing at-
tachments was added. It was placed over the content on the left side of the
interface, and is only displayed when hovering on an attachment in the at-
tachment list. Since a problem with the current EHR system is having to log
in to a separate system to access X-ray images, having the ability to preview
attachments directly in the journal view could potentially save a lot of time,
although realising an integration between the systems in practice could be a
challenge.

Changes to the department filter The controls to filter the problem
list by department were changed from a set of radio buttons (Orthopaedics,
All) to a single checkbox Only Orthopaedics to make its purpose clearer.
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Icon for indicating note type in the note header Domańska’s design
did not show any difference between the three note types, so an icon rep-
resenting the type was added to the note header to aid the user in finding
specific types. The icons are the same as those already used for the counters
in the problem list. They are only displayed on surgery and epicrisis notes to
make them stand out better, and the placement is between the date and the
note ID number. Had it been placed after the diagnosis description, its ver-
tical alignment would vary depending on the length of the description, and
had it been put on the right side of the note header, it could get confused for
an action button. The placement can be seen on the second note in Figure 5.

Indication of current sorting direction in the attachment list By
clicking on either the Date or Type label in the header of the attachment
list, the list items are sorted on that property. Clicking again will change
the sorting direction. Previously there was no indication of which direction
was currently active, only an underline on the label sorted by, so two new
icons were added for this purpose. A single arrow up when the direction is
ascending, and an arrow down when descending.

4.2.3 Iteration 3 (v1.1): Better data set

After making the modifications based on the expert evaluation, the work
with constructing tasks for the usability test was started. However, it was
realised that the current mock data’s lack of realism could undermine the
results of the test, so a better data set would be needed in order to construct
meaningful tasks.

Gustaf Hedström, a resident physician at Uppsala University and Akade-
miska Sjukhuset, assisted by writing a set of mock patient data in Swedish.
He was sent a spreadsheet containing all the fields for all of the data types
as represented in the system, i.e. patients, diagnoses, notes and attachments,
for him to fill out. This spreadsheet can be seen in Appendix B. However,
adhering to the structure—in particular for the notes—turned out to be diffi-
cult as it did not fit the usual format of medical notes. As a result, Hedström
used a different format with different headings. An example of some of the
data in the state it was received can be seen in Appendix C. In total, the
data set contained six patients with between one and four diagnoses and one
to four notes.

After receiving and reviewing the new mock data, several realisations were
had about the way data is structured that would require more changes to the
interface. The changes that were made are explained in the paragraphs below.
Additionally, some details not specified by Hedström—such as whether notes
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were starred or not, the patients’ warning icons, etc.—were filled in after
receiving the data. Also, information about family history and allergies was
extracted out from the notes to only exist in the Important information
section. In the same way, attachments were created for all notes that had an
Events field specified by Hedström, which contained either a description of
an X-ray image or a lab result. Lastly, the diagnosis was a separate section
with its own heading in the data set when received, but was removed in
favour of only writing the diagnoses in the note header instead.

Updated note fields to match the new data set In order to add
Hedström’s data into the system, the note structure was changed to contain
the fields described in Section 4.1.3. For comparison, see Appendix B for the
old structure.

Support for multiple diagnoses per note The new data set contained
notes with multiple diagnoses, which the design was not prepared for. There-
fore, support was added for linking a note to multiple diagnoses. Each diag-
nosis is displayed on a separate row in the note header.

Link notes to diagnosis and patient directly without intermediary
“problem” Up until now, there was an intermediary data type, problem,
for each entry in the problem list. This data type contained a reference to
the patient and the diagnosis, but held no additional information. Since a
note can now be linked to multiple diagnoses, the redundancy of this data
type became apparent as it introduced unnecessary complexity when fetching
diagnosis information for the notes. Therefore, this intermediary data type
was removed in favour of referring to the patient and the diagnoses directly
within each note and building up the problem list items dynamically during
runtime based on the notes. This makes the notes the central data type of
the system.

Various small adjustments In addition to the changes related to the new
data set, the following adjustments were made based on suggestions from the
supervisor and reviewer:

• The corresponding ICD-10 code is now displayed before each diagnosis
in the note header

• Added support for previewing text-based attachments, such as lab re-
sults, instead of only images by introducing a text field to the attach-
ment data type
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• Added empty space in the note header for progress notes where the
note type icon would be for the other types in order to align the note
IDs and the diagnoses vertically on all notes

4.2.4 Iteration 4 (v1.2–v1.3): Final adjustments

Based on some additional feedback, the following final adjustments were
made to the implementation before the usability tests:

Warning icons adjustments The opacity of inactive warning icons was
lowered to make the active icons stand out better. Since the rightmost icon,
the admitted icon, can be seen as more of a “heads up” that someone is ad-
mitted to the hospital rather than a warning, extra space was added between
it and the first three icons to separate them. Its colour in the active state
was also changed from red to green as the red colour is of an alarming nature,
which is not necessarily appropriate.

Ability to change displayed username through browser storage A
feature was added that would allow for overriding the default username dis-
played in the upper right corner of the interface by modifying the Local stor-
age of the web browser through the browser’s developer tools. This could
increase the sense of realism for the test participants, but since the screen
would be recorded during the tests—making the name visible—the feature
was never used.

Data adjustments The mock data was further adjusted to add things not
specified by Hedström, like whether notes are starred or not, warnings and
appropriate X-ray images and dummy texts for the attachments.

Separate demo data set To allow for the test participants to try out the
interface before starting the actual test, a separate instance of the implemen-
tation was launched at a different web address. This instance was configured
to use the old data set with low quality mock data (adjusted for the new
note structure from iteration 3) as to avoid the participants seeing the real
test data in advance.
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Figure 6: v1.3.0—The final implementation

4.3 Summary: Final implementation

This section presents the final implementation used for the evaluation. See
Figure 6 for a screenshot.

4.3.1 General layout

The interface is organized into a horizontal menu at the top, a sidebar on
the left, and with three panes taking up most of the space—the problem list,
note list and attachment list. The menu is clickable, but only the Journal
page has content. The sidebar and panes contain various components, each
of which is explained below.

4.3.2 Patient selector

In the top of the sidebar, patients are displayed in four tabs: Today’s list,
Yours, Ward and Last active. This is where the user can browse upcoming
appointments and ward patients. This is referred to as the Patient selector
for the rest of this paper.
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Each patient occupies two rows where their full name, time of appoint-
ment, reason for appointment and personal identity number is displayed. A
single click on a list item selects that patient and it is marked with a blue
background colour. The list is scrollable to accommodate any number of
patients. Below the list of patients is a search field that could potentially be
used to search for patient names, personal identity numbers, etc., but it has
no functionality implemented in this case.

4.3.3 Patient information

Below the patient selector is an area where information about the selected
patient is displayed, such as their full name, sex, personal identity number,
age, warning icons, important information, upcoming events and a medicine
list. From left to right, the warning icons represent allergies, blood problems,
and other warnings. They are grey when inactive but turn bright red when
active. To the right of the warning icons is an icon indicating whether the
patient is admitted to the hospital, and this icon is green instead of red
when active. Hovering the mouse cursor over an icon brings up a small
tooltip explaining its meaning, such as “Admitted to the hospital”.

A section labelled Important information contains various details such as
the patient’s height and weight, specific allergies, previous important medi-
cal events and family history. The data displayed here should generally be
information that is constant rather than temporary. The upcoming events
list and medicine list are only displayed if there is any content to show there.
The whole patient information area becomes scrollable if there is not enough
screen real estate to fit all of its information.

4.3.4 Problem list

The problem list pane displays a scrollable list of the problems (or diag-
noses—these terms are used synonymously) that the selected patient has
been treated for. In the pane header there is a checkbox to filter the list to
only display problems for the current user’s field of expertise, Orthopaedics
in this case.

At the top of the main section of the pane there are four dynamic counters
that summarise the list contents. Threads is the number of individual diag-
noses in the list (Each diagnosis can be seen as having a separate “thread”,
similar to that of an email client). This number is simply the total number
of items displayed in the problem list. Progress notes is the total number of
regular progress notes written for all of the problems in the list. Surgeries
and Epicrises summarize the number of notes of those respective types.
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Each list item represents a single diagnosis and displays the following
information: The ICD-10 code and description, the time elapsed since the
first note was written for the diagnosis for this patient (labelled Start), the
time elapsed since the last note was written for this problem (labelled Last),
and three icons with a number on the side counting the number of notes for
each of the note types (progress, surgery and epicrisis), referred to as the
note type counters. A counter will only be shown for a specific note type if
at least one note of that type exists for the given problem.

The list is sorted on the value of the Last field, so that the problems with
the most recent activity are at the top. The background colour also varies
based on this value. A white background corresponds to a Last value within
six months, a light grey background between six months to a year, and a
darker shade means more than a year.

Clicking on a list item selects it and it is marked with a blue border
outline. Multiple problems can be selected by holding in the shift key while
clicking. At the bottom of the pane there is a button labelled Select all that
selects all items in the list.

4.3.5 Note list

The note list pane displays a scrollable list of all the notes for all the currently
selected problems in the problem list, sorted by date. In the pane header
there is a search field that filters the list for notes that contain the search
query.

Each note item consists of a header in which the date, the note ID (which
is unique for the patient), the diagnoses’ ICD-10 codes and descriptions, and
two action buttons are displayed. The first action button has no implemented
function, but could potentially be used for creating a referral. The second
button is used to toggle the note as starred, which changes the note header
from a light pink to a red colour. This feature can be used to indicate that
a note needs attention or is in some way important.

In the main part of the note, the note contents are separated into a
number of different headings. Some headings are always shown, some are
only shown if they have content, and some are only relevant to be displayed
for specific note types, such as “Operation” and “Anesteti” (Surgery and
anaesthesia in English).

If the note has any attachments, they are shown at the bottom of the
note. Hovering the mouse cursor over a note marks it with a blue border
in the same way as a selected problem. When hovering on a note that has
attachments, those attachments are also highlighted with a blue border in
the attachment list pane to the right.
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Figure 7: The attachment preview window. The mouse cursor is placed over
the second attachment in the attachment list.

4.3.6 Attachment list

The attachment list displays all attachments that are connected to any of
the notes for the currently selected problems. Each attachment has a type,
a comment and a date displayed in the list. The list can be sorted on either
the type or the date by clicking on the corresponding header in the top row.
Clicking multiple times will toggle between ascending and descending order.
When a sorting button has been clicked, it is indicated by its text being
decorated with an underline, and the icon changing to a single up or down
arrow to indicate the sorting direction.

Hovering on an attachment brings up a preview window where the at-
tachment’s content is shown in image and/or text format. An example of
this can be seen in Figure 7. The attachment is also given a grey background
colour in the list to make it more apparent which item is being previewed.
Clicking on an attachment does not do anything.
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5 Evaluation: Usability test

To evaluate the implementation, a series of one-on-one usability testing ses-
sions were conducted with orthopaedic surgeons at Akademiska Sjukhuset in
Uppsala. This section explains the methodology behind the test, the methods
used and the results.

5.1 Methodology

To design the test, Jeffrey Rubin’s book Handbook of Usability Testing (Sec-
ond Edition) [28] was referenced. He suggest a methodology that is more
informal than the classical approach for controlled experiments, which has
very rigid perimeters. This methodology is based around developing research
questions and observing a representative sample of end users as they use a
representation of the product to be tested in a representation of the actual
work environment. This is combined with the test moderator interviewing
the participants. Two types of measurements can then be gathered: quan-
titative and qualitative. From analysing these, recommendations on how to
improve the design can be drawn.

Formative study Rubin describes four types of usability tests, the first
two being Exploratory or Formative Study and Assessment or Summative
Test. The first type is recommended to be used early in the design process, to
test “preliminary design concepts”. It usually involves a lot of communication
between the test subject and the moderator, and is very informal in nature.
The second type is described as containing “full-blown realistic tasks”, which
allows one to get past just testing the intuitiveness of a product. Domańska’s
final evaluation could be classified as a formative study, and the usability test
conducted in this thesis would fall somewhere in between being a formative
and summative. Since the implementation presented here does not contain
significantly more functionality, and since the common tasks and scenarios it
would be used for have not been mapped out, testing full-blown realistic tasks
is not possible. Instead, the focus is put on smaller tasks, which hopefully
can give indications of whether related full-blown tasks could potentially be
successful in the future.

Test tasks While Domańska’s evaluation only collected qualitative data in
the form of feedback from the participants, this implementation allows for
constructing simple tasks to be performed by the test participants to gather
quantitative data as well, in addition to further qualitative data.
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Within-subjects design The desired number of participants was four to
five, as that amount has been shown to be sufficient to expose around 80
percent of the usability issues of a system, and was a realistic number to
recruit for the scope of this thesis.

For the purpose of conducting a less formal usability test, research
has shown that four to five participants who represent one audi-
ence cell will expose about 80 percent of the usability deficiencies
of a product for that audience, and that this 80 percent will rep-
resent most of the major problems. [28]

A within-subjects test design was deemed the most appropriate for this
test as it is suitable for a smaller number of participants. The idea behind
this design is to have the test subjects all perform the same tasks as opposed
to being divided into different groups for different tasks (a between-subjects
test design). To address the potential effects of learning transfer between the
tasks caused by this design, the tasks must be counterbalanced by varying
their order for each participant, as to not skew the results of the latter tasks.

Prerequisite training Another measure of reducing the effects of learn-
ing transfer between tasks is to establish a baseline of knowledge prior to the
test by providing some introductory training materials. In the case of the
interface presented in this thesis—as it is a system that would be used on a
daily basis—some introduction was critical for being able to gather meaning-
ful and trustworthy data. The addition of prerequisite training also allows
for conducting more challenging tests and delving deeper into the system’s
functionality. Extensive training would not be realistic in this case, so some
written material to be read while testing the interface with the demo data
set was an appropriate level to settle on.

Method The following sections describe the method of implementing the
evaluation based on the theory explained above. The general approach was
to write a test plan, have it approved by the thesis reviewer, write a session
script and prepare other materials needed for the test, conduct the test ses-
sions, and then analyse the results. The test plan was written based on a
template from Rubin’s book [28]. See Appendix D for the full plan outlining
most of the details about the test design.

5.1.1 Research questions and data measures

For the evaluation, RQ2 and RQ3 were broken down into the following more
specific questions:
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Quantitative data

The navigational paths taken by the participants

Whether participants completed the tasks with problems, without
problems, or not at all

Table 1: The quantitative data collected.

Qualitative data

The verbal commentary that participants make while thinking
aloud throughout the tasks

A debriefing interview with each participant after having performed
the tasks

Table 2: The qualitative data collected.

RQE1 Does the general concept/design/layout work?

RQE2 Do users understand the key features of the design?

RQE3 What obstacles do users encounter? What are the most
pressing problems? How could they be solved?

RQE4 How do users go about navigating the interface? What paths
do they take to find the information they want, and do they
move around in unexpected ways?

RQE5 What are the general impressions? Is there anything impor-
tant that is missing, anything users would change, or any
typical tasks that would be hard to perform? Feature sugges-
tions?

Questions 1–4 can be answered by observing participants perform tasks,
whereas question 5 can be answered through interviews and verbal commen-
tary. This enables the collection of both quantitative and qualitative data.
A list of the quantitative data collected can be seen in Table 1, and a list of
the qualitative in Table 2.
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Areas of interest

The general layout (Do users understand the email-like left-to-
right workflow with problem threads, notes and attachments?)

The representation of multiple diagnoses per note (Do users
understand that notes can be connected to multiple diagnoses?)

The structure of a note (Can users easily find information in
the notes?)

Colour usage (Do users notice and understand the greyscale
shades to indicate problem age, do they notice and understand
starred notes?)

Warning icons (Do users notice and understand the warning
icons?)

The patient information area (Do users understand that im-
portant patient information can be found in the sidebar?)

The note-attachment connection (Can users find the attach-
ments and understand which attachments belong to which notes, do
they understand the highlight effect?)

Table 3: The areas of interest for the test tasks.

5.1.2 Test tasks

To construct the tasks, RQE1 and RQE2 were broken down further, with
the focus being on the areas that are new in this design compared to current
EHR systems. The areas identified to be of particular interest are listed in
Table 3.

To test these areas, the following eight tasks were constructed. The tasks
are translated from Swedish for the purpose of this report. For the original
texts in Swedish, please refer to the task cards in Appendix I. To get more
context for each task, see Appendix E for detailed explanations of them.

1. You want to know if Anna Andersson (personal identity number 510222-
8367) got her fractures on the medial and lateral malleolus at the same
time. What’s your approach to finding an answer? Use the interface
and say aloud what you see and what you find out. How do you draw
your conclusion?

2. Did Sven Svensson (personal identity number 750613-9430) have any
murmurs/rubs at his visit on November 21, 2019?
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3. Look at “Today’s list”. How many and which patients have notes from
within the last six months? Read their names aloud one at a time as
you find out.

4. Look at “Today’s list”. Which patients have allergies? Read their
names aloud one at a time as you find out.

5. Is there any patient that is admitted to the hospital? Read their names
aloud one at a time as you find out.

6. Select Anna Andersson (personal identity number 510222-8367). Is
there breast cancer in the family?

7. Does the starred note in Johan Johansson’s (personal identity number
950404-5197) journal have any attachments linked to it?

8. Make an assessment of Sven Svensson’s (personal identity number 750613-
9430) X-ray of the shoulder.

5.1.3 Debriefing interview questions

To expand on RQE5, the following questions were asked to the participants
after they had worked through the tasks. The questions are translated from
Swedish for the purpose of this report. For the original questions in Swedish,
see Appendix G.

1. What are your first impressions?*

2. Is there any information you think is missing?

3. Can you see any type of task that would be hard to perform compared
to when using the current tools?

4. How would you suggest that the medicine list be designed?

5. Do you think you could see yourself using this type of interface in your
daily work (in particular the problems -> notes -> attachments struc-
ture)

6. Any other comments?

* This question was only asked to the last three participants.
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5.1.4 Session script

A session script was written and followed to ensure that all participants
get the same information and treatment prior to and during the test. Like
the test plan, the session script was also based on a template from Rubin’s
book [28]. In addition to a word-by-word script of the test moderator’s
instructions, the final document also included a preparation checklist, an
informed consent form, task cards (to be cut out and handed to the partic-
ipant), note-taking areas for the tasks, as well as the debriefing questions.
See Appendix F for the preparation checklist and the script part of this doc-
ument, Appendix I for the task cards, and Appendix H for an example of a
note-taking page.

5.1.5 Interface introduction material

Two A4 pages worth of introductory training material was handed to the
participants for them to read while trying out the interface with the demo
data set. The first page contained a general description of the philosophy
behind its design choices and an overview screenshot with labels for the
different parts of the interface. The second page showed the interface broken
down further, with short summaries explaining most of its features. For the
full material (in Swedish), see Appendix J.

5.1.6 Pilot test

The thesis reviewer and the supervisor each participated in a pilot test, after
which a number of modifications were made to improve the test. The time
needed for a test was concluded to be approximately 30–40 minutes, so the
test plan and session script were updated accordingly. It was also decided
that there would be no explicit time limit set for each task, as the small
size of the tasks made it hard to keep track of the time at the same time as
observing and taking notes. Additionally, a task was added for testing the at-
tachment preview window, and a ninth test task (task #0) was added for the
participants to perform before the actual test to check their understanding
of the instructions.

The note-taking pages were simplified after finding that there is not much
time to write during the test. Based on the quantitative measurements devel-
oped in the test plan, the pages were designed to contain three checkboxes for
whether the participant completed the task without problems, with problems
or not at all, and a checkbox for whether something interesting happened,
such as an unexpected navigational path. Additionally, some tasks had check-
boxes for whether the participant used the Select all button or the search
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function. The rest of the page was left blank for writing short notes about
navigational paths, etc. See Appendix H for an example of a note-taking
page.

5.1.7 Location and setup

The sessions took place at Akademiska Sjukhuset in Uppsala, in the office
room of one of the participants. The office setup consisted of a desk, mouse
and keyboard and two computer monitors. It should be similar to the partic-
ipants’ regular workspaces. The desk was placed in the corner of the room,
with a regular office chair and a window on the side. I sat about 2 to 3
meters behind and to the left of the participant, with a table for the paper
material.

The prototype was run in the web browser Google Chrome on a MacBook
Pro and displayed on one of the external monitors. The second monitor
was turned off. The web browser was put in full screen mode to remove
distractions, and two instances of the interface were prepared in separate
browser tabs. One with the demo data set, and one with the actual test data.
Each instance was navigated to the Journal page as the starting position.
All other applications were closed and notifications were turned off in the
operating system.

During each session, QuickTime was used for recording the screen and
the audio in the room through the MacBook’s internal microphone, to allow
for reviewing the sessions in detail later.

5.1.8 Participants

All of the participants were native Swedish speaking males with roughly
estimated ages ranging between 40 and 60 years old. They were all specialised
in trauma patients.

5.1.9 Session structure

The entirety of each session was carried out strictly in accordance with the
session script to ensure the same instructions for all participants. Prior to
starting, a preparation checklist was followed to verify that the technology
was working correctly, that all paper material was at hand when needed,
and that everything was set up to ensure the same starting point for all
participants. The task cards were mixed thoroughly before each session to
randomise the order. The corresponding note-taking pages were sorted in
the same order. A list of all the paper materials used for the test can be seen
in Table 4.
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Paper materials

Preparation checklist

Session script (three A4 pages)

Consent form

Interface introduction material (two A4 pages)

Nine task cards (one task per card)

For each task card, a corresponding prepared note-taking page in
A4 format

Post-test interview questions

Table 4: The paper materials used for the test sessions.

The dates of the notes in the system were also modified prior to each
session to ensure the same conditions for the participants and that all the
different background shades indicating the problems’ recent activity would
be present.

In short, the sessions were laid out as shown in Table 5. For more details,
see the test plan in Appendix D. There was no set time limit for either the
time taken with the introduction material or each task, but the intention was
to aim for around 30–40 minutes for the full session.
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Minute Step Event

0–10

1. Moderator gives general introduction to the test

2. Participant signs consent form

3. Participant studies introduction material

4. With the help of the material, participant tests the inter-
face on the demo site containing the demo data

5. Participant performs a demo test task (task #0) to check
their understanding

6. Change of data set, moderator starts the recording

11–30 7. Participant performs the eight tasks in random order

31–40
8. Moderator conducts debriefing interview with participant

9. End of session, moderator turns off recording

Table 5: Approximate time distribution and steps involved in a test session.

5.2 Results

Five orthopaedic surgeons participated in the usability test. Due to difficul-
ties scheduling, the sessions were carried out over the course of three weeks,
with everyone participating on separate days. The total duration of each
session was 30–40 minutes, with some participants staying for longer discus-
sions in the debriefing interviews on their own accord. The amount of time
used by the participants to study the instruction material and test the in-
terface with the demo data varied between approximately 2–5 minutes. The
following sections present the task completion rates, the navigational paths
and summaries of the debriefing interviews.
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Task
#

Area of interest
Completed,
without
problems

Completed,
with

problems
Failed

1
The representation of multiple
diagnoses per note

51

2 The structure of a note 5

3
Colour usage (greyscale shades
to indicate problem age)

32 23

4 Warning icons (allergy) 3 13 1

5 Warning icons (admitted) 3 13 1

6 The patient information area 3 1 14

7
The note-attachment connection
(and starred notes)

2 3

8
The note-attachment connection
(and attachment preview window)

4 1

Total 23 11 6

1 Correct answer, but relied on X-ray attachment instead of diagnoses in note header.
2 Correct answer, but did not use the greyscale shades as intended.
3 Correct answer, but missed sixth patient due to requiring scroll in the patient list.
4 Answered “Unsure”.

Table 6: Test task completion rates.

5.2.1 Task completion rates

Table 6 presents, for each test task, how many of the participants completed
the task without problems, how many completed it with problems and how
many did not complete it.

5.2.2 Navigational paths

Table 7 presents, for each test task, a condensed summary of the navigational
paths taken by the participants.

5.2.3 Debriefing interviews

This section presents the results of the debriefing interview. For each ques-
tion, the themes that were mentioned are listed and grouped by participant.
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Task
#

Summary of paths taken

1 All participants relied on X-ray attachment, one commented on
diagnoses in note header, two only looked at one problem, two used
Start label.

2 All participants found note and text quickly, some considered the
dates in problem list before clicking.

3 Some participants used Last label, some used note dates, none used
background shades.

4 One participant looked through notes unsuccessfully (then misun-
derstood icon), three found both icon and text immediately, one
found text immediately.

5 Two participants used ward (one mentioned icon being slower),
three used icon (one double checked with notes, and gave incor-
rect answer based on an old note).

6 Three participants found important information immediately, two
looked through malignant melanoma notes, one of them later found
important information, other answered “Unsure”.

7 All participants found note, two understood connection (one com-
mented on attachment being written in note footer), three misun-
derstood (one after initially understanding, one did not even hover
over other note to see the effect).

8 Four participants went straight to attachment, one looked for the
connected note first.

Table 7: Summary of navigational paths.
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Question 1: What are your first impressions? (This question was
only asked to the three last participants.)

Uncertainty whether all information is visible

Uncertainty whether information like allergies is up-to-date

Good arrangement/layout, no “window sickness”. A single, static view

Easier workflow, especially with X-rays

Question 2: Is there any information you think is missing?

Ability to view multiple X-ray images simultaneously for comparison

Clearer indications of attachments in attachment list—different back-
ground colours for different types?

Ability to reverse the order of the note list

Ability to expand miniatures of the notes directly in the problem list

Ability to specify whether a patient has filled in their “hälsoundersökning”

Display the date in the problem list (in addition to Last and Start)

Display allergy information in notes too

Regarding patient information in sidebar:

Is it up-to-date? Show date in tooltip on hover?

Is it fetched automatically from notes or independent?

Change log/history

Ability to specify detailed information about allergies

Ability to link allergy to note

Ways to automate the process of creating various documents (such as re-
ferrals, prescriptions, etc.) by extracting information automatically from
the selected problems

Some form of grouping of diagnoses with a common cause, such as multiple
fractures from an accident

A search function in the problem list?
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Question 3: Can you see any type of task that would be hard to
perform compared to when using the current tools?

Sick leaves

Referrals

Lab results

Sick leaves would be practical to have close at hand and not require switch-
ing like in the current system

There are many complex special cases and factors that can create problems
with the thread-based design

Make a distinction between primary and secondary diagnoses (with ability
to filter the secondary ones out)? Secondary diagnoses can be diabetes,
overweight, hear problems, etc.

(In the current system the finding and adding of diagnoses is done by
secretaries)

The X-ray preview provides a good quick look but it will be hard to cram
in all the information available in the current system

Feature suggestions:

Ability to see notes written by oneself

Many sorting options (physical therapist, etc.)

-

Hard to say—have not written referrals, not handled medicine, which are
the big weaknesses with the current system

X-ray is easily accessible

(The handling of sick leaves has worsened with time in the current system)
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Question 4: How would you suggest that the medicine list be de-
signed?

Dosage, time of day

Some patients have 20 different medications, difficult

Blood thinners are important knowledge for surgeries—show in upcoming
events list?

Highlight active medications, also show previous

Write prescription by right clicking? Or using checkboxes?

Fold out the medicine list for more options?

Name, dosage, when it was prescribed

Good overview for orthopaedics, but needs to be expandable for more
complex tasks

Current medications, dosage (could be a challenge): 1+0+0+1 = morning
and evening. Concise!

Generic names, not brands

Summary: Name, type/form (pill, etc.), strength, dosage

(Surgeons are the least interested in medications)

Name, strength, how many times per day and when, e.g. 1+1+1. 1×1,
1×2 better for overview

Start date

Previous medicine (past 12 months for example)

Question 5: Do you think you could see yourself using this type of
interface in your daily work (in particular the problems -> notes
-> attachments structure)?

Yes

Yes

Yes, but there is a lot of complexity to be added

Yes

Yes. Handy access to X-rays.
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Question 6: Any other comments?

The interface is designed for appointments (“mottagningsdagar”); some-
times you are doing rounds (“rond-dagar”), which it would not work for

(Currently you need four different logins to four different systems)

Feature suggestions:

Some way of grouping ward list by department

Button to copy personal identity number

A reference index of fractures in the sidebar?

-

For simpler injuries this works well, sufficient for 90–95% of cases

Notes from physicians should be separate

Potential problem: some diagnoses may be written down on the fly in notes
for other diagnoses

Covers the majority of what is needed

Everything else (surgery planner, etc.) can be viewed as add-ons

Important to have a plan for how to handle a large number of notes. Idea:
timeline?

All the little indicators that are not in the way but available when needed
are appreciated

(The minimum number of X-ray images is two, but often more)

Important: need much more data, that is when problems are noticed

Feature suggestions:

Ability to collapse notes (Have them collapsed by default?)

Different colours for different attachment types?

This is just one piece of the cake

(Cosmic tries to cram everything in—even for patients that do not have a
lot of information—making it difficult to sift out what is important)
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6 Discussion and conclusion

Before discussing the results of the evaluation, a few disclaimers are in place.
It is important to emphasize that with a small test like this (early prototype,
limited functionality, small tasks and data set, limited prerequisite training),
one cannot expect to draw conclusions about much more than the intuitive-
ness of the interface. Although intuitiveness is a valuable quality, it is not
the be-all end-all for EHR systems, since they are used heavily on a daily
basis. For systems like these, intuitiveness may not necessarily be desirable
if it requires compromises in other areas—such as the efficient finding and
reading of information, which was the goal of the design implemented in this
thesis from the onset. This makes the analysis of the results at this stage a
very sensitive task, and drawing conclusions based on the success and failure
of the tasks is risk-filled, as there is a potential lack of perspective. I have,
however, done my best to present the findings in a careful and balanced man-
ner, taking these factors into account and focusing on the more obvious and
convincing results. Nevertheless, the findings should be taken with caution
due to the limitations of the test.

6.1 Findings and recommendations

This section presents the findings of the evaluation. In short, the general
findings can be summarised like this:

• The general layout appeared to work and participants had positive
reactions.

• Starred notes, the note structure and the attachment preview win-
dow were intuitively understood (the preview window was particularly
praised).

• Multi-diagnosis notes (with diagnoses written in note header), the note-
attachment highlight effect, the background shades in problem list
and the Important information section/warning icons were problem-
atic and/or less intuitive.

• No obviously critical issues were identified; many of the problematic or
unintuitive elements are likely to be solved with more training and/or
experience.

• Plenty of suggestions and general feedback emerged, most notably a
suggestion for a distinction between primary and secondary diagnoses
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and a caution that the design is not going to work for when doing
rounds.

• Important decision to make: should information that is constant be
stored in notes, under patient information, or both?

• Several features remain untested: the search function, the Select all
button, sorting of the attachment list, etc.

• The medicine list should display the following information: generic
name, form, strength, dosage and time of day, start date.

The following sections explain the findings in depth, with each section
corresponding to one of the research questions for the evaluation.

6.1.1 General layout (RQE1)

RQE1: Does the general concept/design/layout work?

Successful: The general layout (problems, notes, attachments)

Participants appeared to quickly grasp the general layout and workflow with
notes being categorised by diagnosis into problem threads and having attach-
ments, but there were some potential issues which are covered below.

Mostly successful: Same notes grouped under multiple problems

There were multiple patients with problems that contained the same identical
set of notes due to the notes all having the same set of diagnoses. Because of
this, switching back-and-forth between the problems would render no changes
in the note list, which could potentially be confusing. Four of the partici-
pants were initially confused by this, but quickly learned that the notes had
the same diagnoses. The fifth participant seemed to misunderstand it, and
appeared to think that the note list displayed all notes for all of the patient’s
problems (not just the selected ones) for the rest of the tasks.

Recommendation: Some indication that the note list is reloaded when
switching between problems would make it clearer that it does not stay the
same regardless of which problems are chosen.

Unclear: Diagnoses in note header

In task 1—which aimed to test the understanding of notes being connected
to and found under multiple diagnoses in the problem list—the participants
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were not fully convinced that the diagnoses in the note headers were the
actual diagnoses given to the patient when the note was written. Only one of
them commented on actually understanding this, but most of them seemed to
expect a more definitive statement about two fractures having occurred at the
same time before giving an answer. Two participants expressed themselves
along the lines of: “It [the note] doesn’t say anything about the diagnosis. . . ”.
As a result of not being satisfied with the information they had found in
the notes, they all ended up relying on an X-ray attachment to draw their
conclusions to complete the task instead (the X-ray image showed multiple,
fresh fractures, suggesting that the diagnoses had probably been given at
the same time). The one participant who commented on the diagnoses in
the header afterwards verbalised how using the X-ray was an indirect way
of finding the answer, whereas reading the note contents was a more direct
way.

It is important to point out that the diagnoses were moved from being
in their own separate section in the notes when the original data set was
received, as explained in Section 4.2.3, to only being written in the header
in the implementation. Had there been a clear “Diagnoses” label instead,
the participants might have trusted that instead of falling back on the X-ray
attachment. The outcome may have also been the result of a combination
of other factors. The participants were orthopaedic surgeons after all, so
perhaps the phrasing of the question led them to instinctively want to look
at the X-rays. However, one participant clearly said that he would not use the
X-ray attachment as his first option, only as a fallback. Also, two participants
explained how this is a set of fractures that would usually be combined into
one diagnosis, which may have caused some additional uncertainty in the
participants, pushing them to seek stronger evidence. One participant also
said that he expected to see a statement from a radiologist confirming the
diagnoses.

Recommendation: Due to the uncertainties it is hard to draw conclusions,
but this is something that could likely be addressed with more training and
experience. Some more explicit way to indicate what the given diagnoses
were could potentially be helpful though, such as adding back a dedicated
heading for the diagnoses in the note contents or writing a clear label—
Diagnoses—before listing the diagnoses in the note header.

6.1.2 Key features (RQE2)

RQE2: Do users understand the key features of the design?

Table 8 shows how many of the participants displayed an understanding
of each of the key features after performing all of the tasks. This gives a
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Key feature
Did

understand
Did not

understand

Undetermined/
Never

encountered

General layout 5

Multi-diagnosis notes 4 1

The structure of a note 5

Starred notes 5

Problem list background shades 5

Warning icons (allergies) 4 11

Warning icons (admitted) 4 12

Patient information area 4 1

Note-attachment connection 2 3

1 Relied on text in Important information section instead
2 Used ward tab instead

Table 8: Number of participants understanding each key feature after com-
pleting all tasks.

different perspective from the task results table presented in Section 5.2.1,
as it also demonstrates that participants learned as they went on, which
is arguably more interesting than the immediate intuitiveness. What can
be seen is that most of the features were understood by the majority of
participants after the tasks. The following sections discuss the findings that
concern the key features in more depth.

Successful: Note structure, starred notes and attachment preview
window

Participants had no trouble finding the right information from within the
notes, understanding which notes were starred or not, or understanding the
attachment preview window.

Mostly successful: Important information section

In task 6, three participants found heredity information in the Important in-
formation section without problem, whereas two looked through the notes in-
stead. One of the latter eventually found the Important information section,
but the other one stated his answer as “unsure” after not finding anything
relevant in the notes. This is discussed further in Section 6.1.3. In task 4,
multiple participants found allergy information in the Important information
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text as well, in addition to the corresponding warning icon.

Learning process: Warning icons

The warning icons were tricky in various ways. Most participants quickly
noticed and understood them while some learned their meaning as they went,
after initially misunderstanding them or not noticing them. One mistook
the allergy warning for meaning “akut” (roughly translated to “emergency”
in English) due to not hovering correctly over it for the tooltip to appear,
but understood it after seeing the tooltip for “admitted” later. With the
exception of one participant not using the warning icon for allergies and one
not using the one for “admitted” (because they used the text in the Important
information section and the ward tab to solve the tasks instead), they all had
displayed an understanding of these after completing all the tasks. There was
an interesting observation, though, where a participant chose not to trust the
“admitted” icon, which is discussed in Section 6.1.3.

Unclear: Note-attachment highlight effect

Three out of the five participants did not understand the highlight effect that
indicates which attachments in the attachment list belong to the note in the
note list currently selected. In task 7—which tested this feature explicitly—
these three participants thought that all attachments visible in the attach-
ment list belonged to the starred note that the task asked for, when they
actually belonged to another note in the note list. One of the three par-
ticipants did not hover over the other note to even see the highlight effect
in action, whereas the other two did. Of the latter two, one of them ini-
tially understood the connection after hovering back-and-forth between both
of the notes, but then grew uncertain after realising that he could still pre-
view the attachments by hovering over them in the attachment list, even
when the starred note was highlighted. He correctly commented on how
the attachments were not “activated in the same way” when hovering over
the starred note, but retracted his initial answer and said he was “unsure
whether the attachments belong to the starred note or not” instead. This
participant actually received task 7 and 8 in sequence, so after realising he
could go straight to the attachment list to find a desired attachment without
finding the corresponding note first, he started to grasp it once again, but
was still confused as to why you could still view and preview all attachments
regardless of whether they were highlighted. After spending some more time
contemplating this, it appeared he understood that they were connected to
the notes “by date”, which is not quite correct but pretty close. Neither of
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the three appeared to notice the attachments being listed in the footer of the
note as well.

Recommendation: As with many of the other issues, this would probably
not be a problem after some training, but there is room for improvement.
Perhaps the attachments in the note footer could be highlighted too, so that
it is more obvious that they match the ones highlighted in the attachment
list.

Unnoticed: Problem list background shades

The introductory material clearly described there being different grey back-
ground shades to indicate how recently problems in the problem list have
had activity, but it appears that this was overlooked by participants, as none
of them mentioned it at all at any point during the sessions. Task 3 targeted
this feature directly, but none of the participants appeared to notice it. In-
stead they all opted for the more cumbersome approach of reading the dates
in the notes or relying on the Start or Last labels in the problem list.

An important disclaimer here is that the number of diagnoses in the prob-
lem list was small enough to allow for actually reading the dates within a
reasonable amount of time to complete task 3. Had there been a larger num-
ber of problems, the inefficiency of this method would have become apparent
and participants may have started looking for other approaches.

With some more training, experience, and more data, the usefulness of the
background shades may reveal itself, but the conclusion that can be drawn
for now is that the shades were not apparent and/or intuitive enough to be
noticed in this test.

Unused: Select all button, search function, sorting buttons, etc.

Several features remained unused and thus untested. With the exception of
one participant using the Select all button in the first few tasks—probably
because he is used to seeing all notes in one long list in the current system—
this button was not used, along with some of the other features that were
not targeted explicitly, such as the search function and the sorting buttons in
the attachments list. This is understandable due to the simple nature of the
tasks. With more complex tasks and a much bigger data set, these features
would be more relevant and the chances of them being found and used more
organically would increase.
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6.1.3 Obstacles and problems (RQE3)

RQE3: What obstacles do users encounter? What are the most
pressing problems? How could they be solved?

Looking at the task completion results table (see Section 5.2.1) in ascend-
ing success rate (taking “Completed, with problems” into account, too), the
two main obstacles were the attachment highlight effect in task 7 and the
diagnoses in the note header in task 1. These were already discussed in Sec-
tion 6.1.2 and Section 6.1.1, respectively. Following them were tasks 4, 5 and
6 which concerned the warning icons and patient information area.

Important decision: What information should be centralised?

As discussed in Section 6.1.2, the warning icons were eventually understood
by all participants that encountered them. There was, however, an interest-
ing observation where the warning icon for “admitted” was not trusted by one
participant who claimed that “[man] törs aldrig lita p̊a [den typen av infor-
mation]” (“[you] cannot trust [that type of information]”) and instead turned
to the notes to try to double-check the admittance status. This touches on an
important question that is also relevant for the two participants that looked
through the notes for heredity information in task 6, when it was actually
placed in the Important information section in the sidebar: How should im-
portant information be managed and displayed in the interface—through a
centralised area such as the Important information section, or directly within
the notes? If the latter, should it be fetched automatically to a centralised
area too, for easy access? And what type of information would benefit from
being centralised? These are complex decisions with many pros and cons to
be considered.

The participant that answered “unsure” after not finding heredity infor-
mation in task 6 explained how this is a type of information that you would
usually store in the notes, because if you were to centralise it you would
want to check for the existence of many other diagnoses in the family too.
Otherwise, you could potentially paint an illusory picture of there being no
hereditary diseases simply as a result of not having asked the patient about
a complete family history. This participant further pointed out that there al-
ready is a way of centralising this information in the current system, but that
it ended up not being used for this reason. He also explained how “you are
used to the notes containing everything” and since heredity always depends
on the context, “it always ends up in the notes”.

In the debriefing interviews, two participants brought this theme up as
well, and made it clear that they would prefer allergy information to also be
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written in the notes in addition to the Important information section. One of
those two participants expressed uncertainty in whether he could trust that
the information displayed in the interface was actually all that there was,
and whether the data in the Important information section was up-to-date.
He also explained that they, in the current system, are able to link an allergy
to a note to show where it was first recorded and also give very detailed
information about the allergy.

An important thing to point out is that the allergy and heredity informa-
tion was actually written in the notes when the data set was received from
Gustaf, but moved to the Important information section (as explained in
Section 4.2.3) to test this feature. These results indicate that this informa-
tion should perhaps still be in the notes as well, regardless of whether there
is a centralised information area or not. After all, this information was most
likely written at the time of the notes anyway.

Recommendation: Further investigation is needed to determine what
types of information could be placed in a centralised area without introducing
risks, and whether it should exist in the notes as well. Dilemma: centralise
but risk painting illusory picture, or distribute in notes but risk not being
found? Or as a third option: distribute in notes but fetch automatically to
centralised area too?

6.1.4 Navigational paths (RQE4)

RQE4: How do users go about navigating the interface? What
paths do they take to find the information they want, and do they
move around in unexpected ways?

Participants mostly navigated along the intended paths, with a few excep-
tions. There were some distinct (but somewhat expected) separations in
paths for certain tasks, such as task 4, 5 and 6 where some participants went
to the sidebar and others to the notes. The reliance on X-rays in task 1 (as
explained in Section 6.1.1) was more unexpected, however. Apart from that,
no particularly unexpected paths were observed. It is worth emphasising
that these tasks were fairly isolated, though, so with realistic higher-level
tasks there may be more meaningful insights to be had.

6.1.5 General impressions (RQE5)

RQE5: What are the general impressions? Is there anything im-
portant that is missing, anything users would change, or any typ-
ical tasks that would be hard to perform? Feature suggestions?
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Appreciated: The general layout

When asked whether they could see themselves using this type of interface in
their daily work, participants answered with a unanimous “Yes”, although
with one of them cautioning that there is much more complexity to be added
to the interface before being fully comparable to the current systems. Two
others had similar lines of thought during the last question.

The participants that were asked about first impressions had a positive
attitude. One participant expressed how he liked that the information was
kept within a single view, without having to open an overwhelming number
of sub windows.

Two participants said that this interface would cover the majority of what
is needed, with one of them estimating it to potentially be sufficient for 90–
95% of cases. Multiple participants highlighted how this was just a part of
the puzzle, though, and one pointed out and that the big weaknesses with the
current system, like the handling of referrals and medicine, were not covered
in this test, and emphasised how that is where the flaws with the current
system become apparent.

“For simpler injuries like these, it is incredibly easy to navigate”

“This might be sufficient for 90–95% of cases, but sometimes you
want to dig deeper”

Crowd favourite: Attachment preview window

Most of the participants mentioned the convenience of having X-ray previews
directly in this interface as opposed to in a separate application that requires
a separate login. One participant suggested that it works for a quick preview,
but needs to handle multiple images (displayed simultaneously), radiology
statements, etc. to be fully functional. The minimum number of X-rays for
a fracture is two (but there are often more), so you should be able to display
at least two at the same time, side-by-side.

“Having access to X-rays like this is extremely appealing”

Feedback and suggestions

Many suggestions came up throughout all of the questions in the debriefing
interviews. The suggestions varied widely though, and when asked what they
were missing, the only theme that was mentioned by two participants was
regarding whether the patient information in the sidebar was fetched auto-
matically from the notes or whether it was a separate, centrally managed
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area. This was already discussed in Section 6.1.3. The absence of other com-
mon themes between the participants could imply that there are no obvious
flaws with the current design this far.

During other questions, certain themes arose with multiple participants,
such as questions about how sick leaves would be handled, and suggestions
for clearer indication of different attachment types in the attachment list.
The following list summarises some of the most interesting themes:

• Allergy information should be written in the notes too (mentioned by
two). Discussed in Section 6.1.3.

• Distinction between primary and secondary diagnoses. Discussed be-
low.

• Appointments vs rounds: one participant pointed out that this interface
is tailored for appointments, but that it would not work for when doing
rounds.

• Show tooltips when hovering over values in patient information section
that say when they were last updated.

• Track and display historical values in patient information section too.

• Sick leaves were mentioned by three people, and was explained as a
weakness with the current system that has worsened with time.

• Some form of grouping of diagnoses with a common cause, such as
multiple fractures originating from a single trauma.

• There is great potential for automating the process of creating var-
ious documents (such as referrals, prescriptions, etc.) by extracting
information automatically from the selected problems.

• Having a plan for how to handle large numbers of notes. One par-
ticipant suggested some form of timeline, which could give a better
overview and potentially help with navigation.

• Two participants suggested clearer indications of different attachments
types

Apart from these areas, there was no shortage of other suggestions, span-
ning between more filtering, searching and sorting options to more specific
ideas like introducing an easily accessible reference index of fractures in the
sidebar.
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Complex cases: Primary and secondary diagnoses

One participant gave examples of more complex cases and factors that could
potentially pose challenges to the thread-based, issue-oriented design. They
mostly concerned various forms of situations where there should be a dis-
tinction between primary and secondary diagnoses. For instance: common
secondary diagnoses are heart problems, diabetes, cancers, etc., because they
affect a patient’s treatment in the hospital. These types of cases would need
to be supported in the interface too.

Medicine list design

One of the questions asked during the debriefing interview was to gather
suggestions for the design of the medicine list in the sidebar. The participants
had many similar suggestions. Here is the summary of the information that
they wanted to see displayed for the currently active medications:

• Name (generic, not brands)

• Type/form (e.g. pill)

• Strength

• Dosage and time of day (in the format 1+0+0+1 or 1×2)

• Start date

Apart from this they had many other comments, such as also wanting to be
able to see previous medications (perhaps from the last 12 months), ideas for
writing prescriptions directly from this interface, etc. One of them brought
up how certain patients can have 20 or more active prescriptions, which might
pose a challenge. Understanding that this medicine list would only be able
to serve as a brief overview due to the limited space it occupies, they also
had ideas for being able to expand or fold it out in some way to show more
detailed information and provide options for performing more complex tasks.

One participant also pointed out that surgeons are likely to be the least
interested in patients’ medications. However, another one explained that the
usage of blood thinning medications is important knowledge for surgeries,
and suggested it to be indicated for surgeries in the upcoming events list in
some way.
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6.2 Conclusion

This thesis consisted of the implementation and evaluation of an uncon-
ventional, email-inspired design for an electronic health record interface—
tailored for orthopaedic surgeons—with the goal of answering three primary
research questions. This section addresses the research questions to conclude
the report.

6.2.1 RQ1

RQ1: How could a prototype of Domańska’s design be imple-
mented using modern web technologies?

The design was implemented through an iterative process as a component-
based SPA using the JavaScript framework Vue in combination with Vuex
for state management. The implementation was still fairly limited in terms
of functionality.

6.2.2 RQ2

RQ2: How is the implementation received by medical staff—do
they understand it, and do they express a high degree of satisfac-
tion when using it?

This question was addressed by conducting a small usability test where five
orthopaedic surgeons participated. The focus was on the core features of the
interface that are new in this design. A small, but realistic, mocked data set
was added into the system, to allow for the construction of small tasks to be
performed by the participants. The tasks were followed up with concluding
debriefing interviews in order to gather both quantitative and qualitative
data. Participants spent around two to five minutes familiarising themselves
with the interface with the help of some written introduction material before
the test.

The results suggest that the general layout works, but that some parts
of the interface are not immediately intuitive to some users. The diagnoses
in the note header were not obvious as being the actual diagnoses given at
the time of the note being written. The note-attachment highlight effect
was not understood by three out of the five participants. The background
shades in the problem list were not mentioned by any of the participants.
Other parts—mainly the note starring feature, the note structure, and the
attachment preview window—were intuitively understood by all participants.
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Overall reactions were positive, and no obviously critical issues were iden-
tified. According to the participants themselves, the design covers the ma-
jority of the necessary features, but more complexity is needed before being
comparable to other systems. It is also with more complexity that the chances
of exposing more critical problems are increased. However, the goal with the
evaluation was primarily to examine the viability of the new elements in this
design, as drawing broader conclusions was outside of the scope.

To get reliable results and get past just testing the intuitiveness of the
interface, three main things about the test need to be addressed: A much
larger data set is needed, as more data to navigate increases the chances of
potential issues surfacing; the test tasks need to be realistic and higher-level;
and the introductory training for the participants needs to be more thorough
as to not have a determining impact on the results. Thus, the results at this
stage should be viewed as mere suggestions. Still, this was a step on the right
path.

6.2.3 RQ3

RQ3: How can the design be improved further?

This question was answered both throughout the development iterations and
also upon analysing the results of the usability test. When developing the
implementation, feedback was received through an expert evaluation, and
some realisations were had when adding a more realistic data set into the
system. Some modifications were made here, such as adjusting the warning
icons, adding a window for previewing attachments, and adding support for
connecting a note to multiple diagnoses.

When it comes to the usability test, there is reason to believe that the
issues identified could be solved with more training and/or experience, so
the most interesting next step would be to perform larger tests, putting
the three points mentioned above into action. It would be unwise to make
drastic changes without more data to support it. There are, however, certain
adjustments that could be considered based on the findings presented here:

• A clear label—Diagnoses—on the notes would make the diagnoses more
obvious.

• Alternative or improved ways to indicate the connection between notes
and attachments could be investigated.

• The attachment preview window needs to support displaying multiple
X-ray images simultaneously.
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• A decision needs to be made regarding where to display important in-
formation that is constant in a patient’s life, such as family history and
allergies. Should it be centralised in the patient information area, or
spread out in the notes? If the latter, should it be fetched automatically
into the patient information area too?

Apart from this, many ideas for additional features and ways of improving
the interface came out of the interviews. One of the most prominent was a
distinction between primary and secondary diagnoses, as complex situations
can occur in which underlying diagnoses affect a hospital visit enough to
be added to the notes, even if they were not the primary reason for the
visit. Another valuable input from one participant was that this interface
is designed for appointments, and that it would not work for when doing
rounds.

Lastly, the medicine list was left empty for the test with the intention
of asking the participants for their suggestions regarding its design. The
summary of the answers is that the list should give a quick overview of the
current medications, displaying the generic name, the form, the strength,
the dosage and time of day and the start date. There were wishes of being
able to see previous medications, and one participant suggested blood thin-
ning medications to be indicated for surgeries in the upcoming events list, as
that is one of the few medications that are actually relevant to orthopaedic
surgeons. There were additional suggestions too, such as being able to ex-
pand the medicine module to reveal more details and enable more complex
interactions.

6.3 Future work

As already mentioned in the conclusion, certain improvements could be made
based on the findings from this evaluation, and more testing with better
prerequisite training, a larger data set and more realistic tasks is necessary.

Apart from that, some obvious next steps for the implementation are to
introduce support for data input, as well as to build a back-end API and store
the data in an actual database (the latter was covered briefly in Section 4.1.4).
In terms of other features, the medicine list and support for managing sick
leaves are important for bridging the gap to the current systems. Those were
mentioned by participants as being weak points of the current system, and
also where a lot of complexity resides.

Finally, it will be necessary to investigate the requirements of other med-
ical specialties in order to start making the design viable for more than just
orthopaedics.
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Appendices

A Data examples

Example patient data

{

id: 2,

first_name: "Anna",

last_name: "Andersson",

ssn: "510222-8367",

date_of_birth: "1951-02-22T11:49:00Z",

sex: "female",

height_cm: 156,

weight_kg: 67,

allergies: [],

blood_problems: false,

other_warnings: false,

admitted: true,

important_remarks: ["Mamma dog i bröstcancer"],

events: [

{

id: 1,

date: "2020-03-03T14:30:00Z",

type: "Surgery",

clinic: "Orthopedics"

}

]

}

Example diagnosis data

{

code_icd10: "M24.B",

description: "Recidivluxation/subluxation i axelled",

chronic: false,

department: "Orthopedics"

}
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Example note data

{

id: 3,

patient_id: 1,

id_for_patient: 2,

diagnosis_codes: ["S42.0", "S43.0", "S52.3"],

date: "2019-11-21T15:51:00Z",

type: "progress",

is_starred: false,

unit: "Akuten",

reason: "Smärta höger axel",

current:

"Tidigare frisk man. Ramlade av mountainbike vid cykling

downhill i sunnersta slalombacke. Slog i axel, knä och

händer. Slog inte i huvud eller rygg/buk.",

social: null,

previous_history: null,

status: [

{

name: "AT",

value: "Gott"

},

{

name: "Cor",

value: "RR, Inga bi- eller blåsljud. HF 120, BT 140/75"

},

{

name: "Pulm",

value: "Ausk ua bilat."

},

{

name: "Buk",

value: "Mjuk och oöm"

},

{

name: "Skelett",

value:

"Blåmärke över höger nyckelben. Dislocerad höger axelled

och bruten höger underarm."

},

{

name: "Neurologi",

value: "ua"
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}

],

assessment:

"Radiusfraktur. Reponeras och gipsas. Erhåller smärtlindrande

(morfin iv 3 mg) och axelluxationen reponeras ua. Åter till

ortopedmottagningen för kontroll om 2 dagar.",

anesthesia: null,

operation: null,

medicines: ["Morfin iv 3 mg"]

}

Example attachment data

{

id: 9,

note_id: 11,

type: "Röntgen",

date: "2019-07-09T10:57:00Z",

comment: "Fraktur av både radius och ulna, typ A3.",

image_name: "xray-arm-right-radius-and-ulnar-fractures.jpg"

}
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Bakgrund/kontext:
Realistisk data behövs till min implementation av ett gränssnitt som finns på https://kallgren.github.io/ehr/#/journal.
Original-prototypen innehåller mer data som kanske kan ge inspiration, se https://6zm11d.axshare.com/home.html.
Gränsnittet är framtaget specifikt för (och kommer testas på) ortopeder, så en stor andel av datan kan med fördel vara ortoped-relaterad, men övrig data bidrar till realism.
Tabellerna i detta dokument motsvarar hur datan representeras i systemet.
Viss exempelinformation är redan ifylld, men allt får ändras på om det önskas. Det behövs nog inte fler än 4-5 patienter, det är viktigare med fler problem, diagnoser, anteckningar och bilagor.
Målet är att det ska vara realistiskt, så ju mer information som "stämmer överens" med annan information, desto bättre.
STORT TACK för hjälpen!
/ Robert

Patients
id first_name last_name ssn date_of_birth sex height_cm weight_kg allergies blood_problems other_warnings admitted [to the hospital] important_remarks

1 Sven Svensson 750613-9430 1975-06-13T02:3400Z male 178 90 peanuts FALSE FALSE FALSE Heart bypass in 2012, Family history of prostate cancer
2 Anna Annasson 510222-8367 1951-02-22T11:49:00Z female 156 67 TRUE FALSE TRUE
3 Karl Karlsson 781113-5131 1978-11-13T22:16:00Z male 188 78 dogs FALSE FALSE FALSE
4 Johan Johansson 950404-5197 1995-04-04T20:31:00Z male 182 79 FALSE TRUE FALSE
5 Anders Andersson 670923-3115 1967-09-23T03:44:00Z male 177 83 FALSE FALSE TRUE Family history of heart disease

Events (listan som visas under patientinfon) Medicines (listan som visas under patientinfon)
patient_id date type clinic patient_id name intake

1 2019-09-30T07:30:00Z visit Physiotherapy 1 Medicine One 0,25 mg x 4
1 2019-11-10T09:00:00Z X-ray Radiology

Problems Diagnoses
id patient_id icd10_code start_date chronic code description department

1 1 G80 1975-06-14T02:34:00Z TRUE M25.562 Left knee pain Orthopedics
2 2 M41 2007-09-29T14:19:00Z FALSE I49.9 Cardiac Arrythmia Cardiology
3 1 I49.9 2008-02-03T15:30:00Z FALSE G80 Cerebral Palsy Neurology
4 2 I25.810 2011-09-22T10:43:00Z FALSE M41 Scoliosis Orthopedics
5 1 M25.562 2017-02-22T10:00:00Z FALSE I25.810 Heart Bypass Cardiology

Notes
id id_for_patient problem_id date type (progress/surgery/epicrisis) is_starred chief_complaint history_of_present_illness physical_examinationassessment plan

1 1 5 2019-02-10T11:13:00Z progress FALSE Pain and swelling in the left legKnee has been hurting intermittently for past 3 months, swollen for a past weekGeneral: no immediate distress. Skin: There is an area of abrasion on the right lower       leg, no erythema over painful area Lymph Nodes: There is no inguinal lymphadenopathy. Musculosk      eletal: The right leg is swollen about 1 cm more than the left legM25. 562 Proin sodales pulvinar sic tempor. Sociis natoque penatibus et magnis dis pa      rturient montes, nascetur ridiculus mus.Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Aenean euismod bibendum laor      eet. Proin gravida dolor sit amet lacus accumsan et viverra justo commodo.

Attachments
id note_id type date comment

1 2 X-Ray 2007-09-29 Back
2 2 Referral, incoming 2007-09-29 GP
3 3 ECG 2009-11-22

B Mock data template spreadsheet



Johan Johansson född 95 
 
2019-07-30 
Akutmottagning 
Sökorsak: Underarmsfraktur 
Tidigare sjukdomar: Tidigare frisk 
Allergier: Latex, Pc. 
Aktuellt: Kört motorcross på Rörken. Kört omkull och fått motorcykeln över armen. Har nu 

en öppen underarmsfraktur höger arm. Inkommer till akuten i kompisens bil 
och armen inlindad i en handduk. 

 
Status 
AT: Under omständigeheterna gott. Smärtpåverkad. 
Hjärta: HF 90. RR. Inga blåsljud 
Lungor: ua 
Buk: ua 
Lokalt: Öppen fraktur höger underarm. Distala pulsar ua. Distalt nervstatus ua. 
 
Mediciner: 0 
Lab: Blodstatus ua 
Röntgen: Fraktur av både radius och ulna, typ A3. 
 
Bedömning 
A3-fraktur. Smärtlindras. Fasta. Inläggning i väntan på operation 
 
Diagnos: Fraktur på skaften av både ulna och radius S52.4 
Mediciner: Morfin 1 mg/ml 5 ml 
 
 
 
2019-07-30 
 
Operation 
Anestesi: Plexusblockad, se narkosanteckning 
 
Operation: Förbereds enligt gällande rutin. Öppen reposition med fixation med platta och 

skruvar. Röntgen postop visar acceptabelt läge. Stabilt efter fixation. 
Kontrollröntgen om 8 veckor.  

 
Diagnos: Diagnos: Fraktur på skaften av både ulna och radius S52.4 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

C Example of mock data as received
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D Test plan
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EHR System Prototype Usability Baseline 
Test Plan 

The EHR system prototype has not yet been tested as an actual working implementation. To 
gather objective data to begin to create baseline usability measures, we will conduct a usability 
test that takes a holistic look at the system. 

Overall objectives for the study 

We will gather baseline data about the overall effectiveness of the implementation. The goals of 
this study are to: 

• Continue the evaluation of the concept brought forward by Jeżyna Domańska in her 
work, this time using a more detailed, working implementation. 

• Assess the overall effectiveness of the interface design for real users performing some 
basic, but realistic, tasks. 

• Identify obstacles to completing the tasks. 

• Explore areas of improvement. 

Research questions 

In addition, this study will try to answer these questions: 

• Does the general concept/design/layout work?  

• Do users understand the key features of the design?  

• What obstacles do users encounter? What are the most pressing problems? How could 
they be solved?  

• How do users go about navigating the interface? What paths do they take to find the 
information they want, and do they move around in unexpected ways?  

• What are the general impressions? Is there anything important that is missing, anything 
users would change, or any typical tasks that would be hard to perform? Feature 
suggestions? 

At the end of the sessions, we will have quantitative data:  

• The navigational paths taken by the participants to complete the tasks 

• Whether participants completed tasks– we will know, even if participants make errors 
on the way, if they can complete the task 



 

We’ll also have qualitative data:  

• The verbal protocol – the running commentary that participants make as they think 
aloud – will give us indicators about what participants were confused by and why 

• Debriefing interviews will tell us what stands out about the experience of using the 
system, which should help us set priorities on potential changes to be made 

Location and setup 

• Akademiska Sjukhuset in Uppsala 

• Office room with me sitting behind and to the side of the participant 

• Using a 2017 MacBook Pro running MacOS, connected to an external monitor (with 
1920x1080 resolution), mouse and keyboard 

• Web browser: Google Chrome, running in full screen mode 

• QuickTime for screen and audio recording 

Recruiting participants  

We will select around four orthopedic surgeons. 

Characteristic 
Desired number  
of participants 

Participant type 
orthopedic surgeon 

 
4 

Total number of participants  4 
 



 

Methodology 

This usability study will be mostly exploratory but will also gather assessment data about the 
effectiveness of the system. We will collect data about the navigational paths that participants 
take, error and success rates as well as qualitative data about participants’ experiences using 
the site.  

We will use a within-subjects design 
In this within-subjects study, each participant will work through all the tasks (or as many as they 
can) in random order. I will conduct individual 30-40-minute usability study sessions. I will use 
~15-20 minutes of each session to explain the session to the participant, review basic 
background information with the participant, and then conduct a post-test debriefing interview. 
During the middle ~15-20 minutes of the session, participants will work through the tasks. 

Pre-test arrangements 

Have the participant:  

• Review and sign recording permissions. 

Introduction to the session (~2 minutes) 

Discuss:  

• Moderator’s role. 

• Room configuration, recording systems, etc. 

• The protocol for the rest of the session. 

• Thinking aloud. 

Introduction to the interface to reduce effects of learning transfer (~5 minutes) 

Have the participant:  

• Read two pages of written introductory material explaining the interface’s layout and 
features 

• Try out the interface with a separate demo data set to familiarize themselves with it 

Tasks (~15-20 minutes) 

Participants will be given eight different tasks in random order. 

Post-test debriefing (~10 minutes) 
• Ask broad questions to collect preference and other qualitative data.  

• Follow up on any problems that came up for the participant.   

• Ask the participant whether they could find the information they were looking for, if 
something was missing, and what could be improved. 



 

Measures 

To answer the research questions, I will collect both performance and preference data during 
the test sessions. 

Performance (To answer the first four research questions): 

• The navigational paths taken by the participants to complete the tasks 

• Number of tasks completed with and without problems 

Preference (To answer the last research question): 

• The verbal protocol - the running commentary that participants make as they think 
aloud during the test 

• The answers to the questions in the debriefing interviews 

Report contents 

The thesis report will contain the following information about the tests: 

• A summary of the background of the study, including the goals, methodology, logistics, 
and participants 

• A presentation of the findings for the original questions to investigate 

• Quantitative results  

• Screenshots of the interface to help the reader understand the context better  

• A discussion about the implications of the results 

• Recommendations for future work 



 

Project schedule 

Test plan, session script and materials 

After the thesis reviewer reviews the test plan, I will create a session script and data collecting 
materials that I will use during the sessions. This ensures that all of the participants receive the 
same instructions and that I gather data on the same issues throughout the study.  

Moderator role 

I will sit in the room with the participant while conducting the session. I will introduce the 
session, let the participant go through some prerequisite training to familiarize with the 
interface, and then introduce tasks as appropriate.  Because this study is exploratory, I may ask 
unscripted follow-up questions to clarify participants’ behavior and expectations. I will also take 
detailed notes and recordings of the computer screen and audio of the participants’ behavior 
and comments. 

Deliverables 
• A test plan (this document) describing the general approach and schedule for the 

study. 

• Draft and final copies of the session script (a script that I also use for note taking during 
the sessions).  

• The interface introduction material 

• ~4 usability study sessions of ~30-40 minutes each (along with one pilot session with 
the thesis reviewer and the thesis supervisor each).  

• Screen recordings and audio recordings of each session. 

• A final written report of complete findings (the thesis report).  

Tasks  

See session script 



E Task explanations

Task 1

“You want to know if Anna Andersson (personal identity number
510222-8367) got her fractures on the medial and lateral malleolus
at the same time. What’s your approach to finding an answer?
Use the interface and say aloud what you see and what you find
out. How do you draw your conclusion?”

This task aims to test the concept of a note being connected to multiple
diagnoses. The patient Anna Andersson has a trimalleolar fracture which is
presented as three separate diagnoses in the problem list, sharing the same
two notes. As explained in Section 4.3.5, this is conveyed in the interface by
the note having a single ID number and all three diagnoses written in the
note header. There is also an image attachment of an X-ray scan on one of
the notes that illustrates a trimalleolar fracture. The text in the two notes
does not explicitly state that the fractures happened at the same time, but
both notes are linked to all three diagnoses, and the oldest note contains a
description of the trauma that resulted in the fractures.

Correct answer Yes, she got her fractures at the same time.

Task 2

“Did Sven Svensson (personal identity number 750613-9430) have
any murmurs/rubs at his visit on November 21, 2019?”

This task aims to test the structure of the note contents and also the process
of finding notes. The specified note is the second most recent note on the
three most recent problems (with their last activity being three months ago),
and the answer can be found under the Status heading on the right side
of the note, where it says “RR, Inga bi- eller bl̊asljud” (regular rythm, no
murmurs/rubs) under the label Cor.

Correct answer No, he did not have any murmurs/rubs.

Task 3

“Look at Today’s list. How many and which patients have notes
from within the last six months? Read their names aloud one at
a time as you find out.”
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This task aims to test the effectiveness of using different background shades
to indicate a problem’s age in the problem list. Between all of the patients
there were many different combinations of note ages, although no patient
had more than four different problems. The task can be completed either
by observing the background shades and counting all patients with problems
that have a white background (indicating activity within the last six months),
or by checking whether the Last column says “6mo” or less. There are a total
of six patients, with five of them being visible without scrolling. At the time
of the test, there was one edge case that was just under six months old for
the patient Karl Karlsson, which required calculating based on the note date.

Correct answer The patients Sven Svensson, Anna Andersson and Karl
Karlsson (the first three patients in the list) have notes from within the
last six months.

Task 4

“Look at Today’s list. Which patients have allergies? Read their
names aloud one at a time as you find out.”

This task aims to test the visibility and intuitiveness of the warning icons—
in particular the one for allergies, represented with a capital “A”. Only the
fourth patient in the list, Johan Johansson, has allergies, and this is indicated
both by the warning icon being active, and by a text specifying the particular
allergies in the Important information section below. Also, hovering over the
icon with the mouse cursor displays the text “Allergic to Latex, Pc.” as a
tooltip.

Correct answer Only the patient Johan Johansson has allergies.

Task 5

“Is there any patient that is admitted to the hospital? Read their
names aloud one at a time as you find out.”

This task aims to test the visibility and intuitiveness of the warning icons—
in particular the one for whether a patient is admitted, represented by a
bed that is green when active. Only the second patient in the list, Anna
Andersson is admitted, and this is indicated both by the warning icon being
active, and by her being the only patient appearing in the list under the
Ward tab in the patient selector. Hovering over the icon with the mouse
cursor displays the text “Admitted to the hospital” as a tooltip. Also, in the
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Upcoming events section a surgery is scheduled for the following day, giving
further hints of her status.

Correct answer Only the patient Anna Andersson is admitted.

Task 6

“Select Anna Andersson (personal identity number 510222-8367).
Is there breast cancer in the family?”

This task aims to test the Important information section. In Anna Anders-
son’s case, her height and weight is written in this section, along with a text
“Mamma dog i bröstcancer” (“Mother died in breast cancer”). The family
history is not mentioned in any of the journal notes.

Correct answer Yes, there is breast cancer in Anna Andersson’s family.

Task 7

“Does the starred note in Johan Johansson’s (personal identity
number 950404-5197) journal have any attachments linked to it?”

This task aims to test whether users understand the connection between
notes and attachments, as indicated by the blue borders around both the
note and its attachments in the right side pane when hovering the mouse
cursor on a note. It is also indicated by the types and dates of the connected
attachments being written on the notes themselves. Additionally, the note
starring feature is tested indirectly here.

The starred note is linked to Johan’s only diagnosis, which has two notes
and two attachments in total. None of the attachments are actually linked
to the starred note, but rather to the other note.

Correct answer No, the starred note does not have any attachments.

Task 8

“Make an assessment of Sven Svensson’s (personal identity num-
ber 750613-9430) X-ray of the shoulder.”

This task partly aims to tests the attachment preview window, but is con-
structed in a way that attempts to highlight a potential issue with the note
and attachment highlight effect. Sven Svensson has three X-ray attachments
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that are all linked to a note with three diagnoses, so selecting any of those
diagnoses brings up the specified X-ray image in the attachments list. This
attachment is however linked to the second note in the note list, creating
a potential issue: When hovering over this second note in the note list the
shoulder X-ray is highlighted, but when the user then moves the cursor to
the attachment, the straight path is a diagonal line across the bottom right
corner of the note above, which, if taken, leads to that note and its attach-
ments being highlighted instead. There is a possibility of this confusing the
user, which is what this task attempts to test.

Correct answer The answer is of no particular importance, but the X-ray
shows a clavicle fracture. The greater objective is that the user is not
distracted by the highlight switching.
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Preparing for the sessions 
To get ready for the sessions, I will  

• Print enough copies of this document (which includes session script, consent form, 
instruction material, test cards, note areas, post-test interview questions) to cover all the 
sessions (one per participant, plus a few extra just in case) 

• Ensure that I have the necessary adapters for the external monitor, mouse and keyboard 

• Ensure that the recording software works and records both the screen and the microphone 
input 

• Modify the dates of the notes in the system so that all the different shades showing how 
recent a note is will be present 

• Do a pilot test with the thesis reviewer to rehearse and adjust the script  
 

Before each session 

• Close any unnecessary programs running on the computer, and turn off notifications 

• Open two browser tabs in a new Chrome window: 

• https://kallgren.github.io/ehr-demo/#/journal (demo site) 

• https://kallgren.github.io/ehr/#/journal (actual test site) 

• Make sure the browser is set up properly: reload both tabs to get back to the “Journal” page 
with no patient selected, and make sure the first tab (the demo site) is selected. Turn on 
fullscreen mode to remove distractions. 

• Prepare the documents so that they are ready to be handed out to the participant when 
needed 

• Consent form 

• Instruction material 

• Test cards (cut them out of the printed A4 paper) 

• Randomize the order of the test cards 

• Prepare the session script for my own use (with the note areas in the same order as the 
test cards) 

• Ensure that pens and pencils are available and functional 

• Adjust the monitor, keyboard and mouse if needed 
After each session 

• Note particular issues and surprises 

• Store away the documents together to not mix them up 



 

Session introduction 

Hej och tack för ditt deltagande i den här studien. Jag heter Robert. Innan vi 
börjar vill jag bara säga att vi följer de vanliga reglerna för såna här typer av 
undersökningar, och de står nedskrivna här i ett formulär som jag skulle behöva 
att du läser igenom och skriver under innan vi sätter igång. Det viktiga är att du 
har alla rättigheter att inte svara på frågor om du inte vill, du kan gå när du vill, 
och du kommer inte att kunna avidentifieras från den data vi samlar in. När du 
skriver under ger du dock ditt samtycke att vi spelar in din röst och datorskärmen 
under testets gång. 

[Ge samtyckesformuläret] 

Under resten av den här sessionen kommer jag att läsa från ett manus för att 
försäkra att alla deltagare får samma instruktioner. 

Syftet med denna studie är att testa en ny gränssnittsdesign för ett digitalt 
journalsystem för ortopediska kirurger. 

Du kommer att få genomföra ett antal uppgifter i en prototyp av den designen och 
min roll är att helt enkelt bara observera. Försök att lösa uppgifterna precis som 
du hade gjort under normala förhållanden. 

Du kan använda det externa tangentbordet, musen och skärmen. 

När vi kör igång kommer jag att starta en inspelning på datorn som både spelar in 
allt ljud via datorns mikrofon, samt datorskärmen för att i efterhand kunna studera 
hur ni rörde muspekaren och navigerade. 

Hela sessionen kommer att ta ca 30-40 minuter. 

Vi kommer att använda två olika dataset; ett demo-dataset som du kommer få 
använda för att prova på att använda gränssnittet innan det riktiga testet, och sen 
kommer jag byta till det andra datasetet, vilket är det du kommer att genomföra 
uppgifterna på. 

Du kommer nu att få läsa igenom en beskrivning av gränssnittet och få testa att 
använda det med demo-datasetet innan vi börjar med det faktiska testet och 
inspelningen. Har du några frågor kring det jag sagt så här långt? 

[Besvara eventuella frågor] 

Då får du instruktionsmaterialet här, och så kan du fritt börja testa det när du vill 
med hjälp av mus och tangentbord. 

[Ge instruktionsmaterialet] 



 

[Besvara eventuella frågor] 

Då går vi vidare till testet. Ett par ord innan vi börjar: 

Försök att tänka högt medan du utför uppgifterna, så att jag kan följa dina 
tankebanor. Det är viktigt att poängtera att vi inte testar dig, utan vi testar 
designen på systemet. Det finns därför inga fel svar, utan ditt medverkande 
hjälper oss att förstå vad som fungerar och vad som kan förbättras. 

Dessutom är detta fortfarande bara en tidig prototyp, så var så ärlig som du kan 
vara med din feedback. Säg alltså inte vad du tror att jag vill höra, utan vad du 
faktiskt tycker. 

Jag kommer att ge dig ett kort med en uppgift i taget. Varje uppgift har ett 
nummer skrivet på sig, men du kan bortse från det. Läs uppgiften högt och utför 
den tills du är klar eller tills jag avbryter. När du är klar, säg då ditt svar högt. Då 
får du nästa kort, och så fortsätter vi så tills testet är klart. 

Är allt klart och tydligt? 

[Besvara eventuella frågor] 

Bra, då ska du få ett en provuppgift här först på demo-datasetet för att känna hur 
det känns innan vi sätter igång på riktigt. 

[Ge kort #0] 

[Påminn eventuellt om att tala högt genom sina resonemang och slutsatser] 

Allt klart? 

Bra, då byter jag dataset och sätter jag igång inspelningen nu, och så kommer du 
få det första riktiga kortet efter det. 

[Byt till den andra fliken i webbläsaren, https://kallgren.github.io/ehr/#/journal] 

[Sätt igång inspelningen] 

Då börjar vi! 

[För varje kort:]  

[Ge kortet och anteckna på mitt korresponderande anteckningskort] 

[När klar, be deltagaren välja Karl Karlsson för att återställa startpunkten]  

Sådär, det var alla uppgifter. 



 

Nu när du har testat gränssnittet så tänkte jag som det sista momentet ställa 
några avslutande frågor som du gärna får svara på. 

[Gå igenom close the session]  

[Stäng av inspelningen efteråt] 



 

 Close the session 

 

Är det någon information som 
du tycker saknas? 

 

 

 

 

 

Ser du någon typ av uppgift 
som skulle vara svår att 
genomföra jämfört med 
nuvarande system? 

 

 

 

 

Hur tycker ni att medicinlistan 
bör utformas? 

 

 

 

Tror du att du skulle kunna 
tänka dig att använda den 
här typen av gränssnitt i ditt 
dagliga arbete (email 
metaforen)? (Kom ihåg att 
vara ärlig!) 

 

Några andra kommentarer? 

 

<Något från mina 
anteckningar?> 
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Notes  

The participant completed the task: 

___ Yes, without problem 

___ Yes, with problem 

___ No 

 

___ Something interesting happened 

 

___ They used the “select all” button 
___ They used the search function 
 
 

Task # Goal Starting point Goal criterion Max time Task text 

2 Hitta information i 
anteckningarna 

Journal page, 
with ”Karl 
Karlsson” 
selected 

Deltagaren väljer 
rätt patient och 
navigerar till 
anteckningen från 
angivet datum utan 
problem, varpå den 
hittar texten om bi- 
och blåsljud och 
svarar ”nej” 

- Hade Sven Svensson (personnummer 
750613-9430) några bi- eller blåsljud vid 
besöket den 21 november 2019? 

H Example note-taking page
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#0 Välj Jane Wright (personnummer 510222-8367). Vilket 
datum skrevs den första anteckningen i hennes journal? 

 

#1 Du vill veta om Anna Andersson (personnummer 510222-
8367) fick sina frakturer på mediala och laterala malleolen vid 
samma tillfälle. Hur går du tillväga för att ta reda på det? 
Använd gränssnittet och berätta vad du ser och vad du 
kommer fram till. Hur drar du den slutsatsen? 

 

#2 Hade Sven Svensson (personnummer 750613-9430) 
några bi- eller blåsljud vid besöket den 21 november 2019? 

 

#3 Titta i listan ”Today’s list”. Hur många och vilka patienter 
har anteckningar inom senaste halvåret? Läs upp dem en åt 
gången allteftersom du tar reda på det. 

 

#4 Titta i listan ”Today’s list”. Vilka patienter har allergier? Läs 
upp dem en åt gången allteftersom du tar reda på det. 

 

#5 Finns det någon patient som är inlagd på sjukhuset? Läs 
upp dem en åt gången allteftersom du tar reda på det. 

 

#6 Välj Anna Andersson (personnummer 510222-8367). 
Finns det bröstcancer i släkten? 

 

I Task cards
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#5 Finns det någon patient som är inlagd på sjukhuset? Läs 
upp dem en åt gången allteftersom du tar reda på det. 

 

#6 Välj Anna Andersson (personnummer 510222-8367). 
Finns det bröstcancer i släkten? 

 

#7 Har den stjärnmärkta anteckningen i Johan Johanssons 
(personnummer 950404-5197) journal några bilagor kopplade 
till sig? 

 

#8 Gör en bedömning av Sven Svenssons (personnummer 
750613-9430) slätröntgen av axel. 
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Introduktion	till	gränssnittet	
	
Till	höger	finns	en	bild	av	gränssnittet	med	textrutor	som	beskriver	
dess	övergripande	struktur.	
	
Designen	är	inspirerad	av	hur	epost	vanligen	representeras	i	epost-
klienter,	där	journalanteckningarna	är	uppdelade	och	kategoriserade	
per	diagnos.	En	diagnos	kan	på	så	vis	ses	som	en	tråd	av	anteckningar,	
på	samma	sätt	som	epost-klienter	visar	trådar	av	meddelanden.	
	
I	prototypen	går	det	endast	att	läsa	information,	inte	lägga	till	ny.	
Därför	finns	det	vissa	knappar	som	inte	gör	någonting	i	nuläget.	
	
På	nästa	sida	finns	det	fler	bilder	som	visar	de	olika	delarna	i	mer	
detalj.	Du	kan	nu	börja	testa	att	navigera	i	gränssnittet	med	hjälp	av	
dessa	bilder.	
	
Vänligen	ha	överseende	med	att	allt	står	på	engelska	i	den	
här	övningsdelen	med	demo-datasetet,	men	innehållet	
kommer	att	stå	på	svenska	när	vi	sätter	igång	med	
uppgifterna.	
	
Det	är	fritt	fram	att	ställa	frågor	när	som	helst	under	det	här	
momentet.	När	ni	sedan	känner	er	redo	-	säg	till	-	så	går	vi	över	till	att	
genomföra	de	faktiska	uppgifterna.		

Sidomeny	med	lista	
över	patienter	och	
patientinformation	

Meny	

Lista	över	
vald	

patients	
diagnoser	

Anteckningar	för	
de	valda	

diagnoserna	

Lista	över	
bilagor	till	

anteckningar
na	

Inloggad	användare	



	
	
	
	
	 	

Meny	
Menyn	illustrerar	hur	journalen	skulle	platsa	i	ett	större	system,	men	
det	är	endast	sidan	”Journal”	som	är	relevant	för	testet.	Längst	till	
höger	finner	man	information	om	den	inloggade	användaren,	såsom	
namn	och	titel	samt	en	knapp	för	att	logga	ut.	

Varningsikoner	
Dessa	ikoner	lyses	upp	om	något	viktigt	
behöver	uppmärksammas	
	
Allergier,	Blodproblem,	Andra	varningar,	Inlagd	

”Problem	list”	-	Diagnoslista	
Här	listas	alla	diagnoser	för	den	valda	
patienten.	Bakgrundsfärgen	indikerar	
hur	länge	sedan	den	senaste	
anteckningen	för	diagnosen	skrevs.	Ju	
gråare,	desto	äldre.	Det	finns	tre	
nivåer,	<6	månader,	6-12	månader,	
12+	månader.	En	diagnos	kan	markeras	
med	ett	musklick,	och	den	får	då	en	blå	
ram	runt	sig.	Flera	diagnoser	kan	
markeras	samtidigt	genom	att	hålla	in	
”Shift”-knappen	på	tangentbordet	
samtidigt	som	man	klickar	på	
ytterligare	diagnoser.	Knappen	”Select	
all”	markerar	samtliga	diagnoser.		

Vänsterspalt/sidomeny	
I	sidomenyn	till	vänster	finnes	högst	
upp	listor	över	patienter.	Genom	att	
klicka	på	en	patient	blir	den	vald,	och	
får	då	en	blå	bakgrund.	Detaljerad	
information	om	patienten	dyker	då	
upp	en	bit	ner.	Där	kan	man	hitta	
viktig	information	om	patienten.	

”Notes”	-	Anteckningar	
I	anteckningslistan	syns	alla	
anteckningar	för	de	valda	diagnoserna.	
Överst	finns	det	en	sökfunktion	som	
söker	genom	all	text	i	anteckningarna.	

Datum	

Diagnoskod	
och	namn	 Stjärnmärkning	

Bilagor	

”Attachments”	-	Bilagor	
Här	samlas	alla	bilagor	för	de	valda	
diagnoserna.	För	man	musen	över	en	
bilaga	öppnas	ett	fönster	med	en	
förhandsgranskning.	
För	att	se	vilka	bilagor	som	hör	till	
vilken	anteckning	kan	man	föra	musen	
över	en	anteckning,	och	då	får	både	
anteckningen	och	de	kopplade	
bilagorna	blåa	ramar	runt	sig.	Se	bild	
nedan.	
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